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Dog Leash Ordinance Proposed To Council
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Wide Range of Topics
Covered During Session

$1,273,028 Budget Is
roved For Schools
A $1,273,tr.. budget for the
1973-74 school year was approvied by the Murray School
Board Thursday evening, according to Superintendent Fred
Schultz.
The budget reflects a slight
increase in taxes, due to a
reduction in revenue from the
Homestead Exemption Act,
Schultz said. The increase
amounts to only .2 cents per
hundred dollars.
The new rate is 56.7 cents per
hundred, compared to 56.5 for
last year. The board -Wei
presented with the budget, as
well as comments explaining
some of the items. The corn-

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

ments read, in part:
"The assessment growth in
this district is approximately
86,286,365.00. The additional
local revenue from this growth
will be approximately $35,643.00
"Increase in revenue from
sources other than district
taxation is from the Kentucky
State Foundation Program. We
expect an increase in this
allotment due to required increased in teachers salaries,
capital outlay, and current
expenses of approximately
• - -$154,927.00.
"A decrease in Iederal funds
of approximately $14,709.00 is
anticipated as P.L. 874 and P.L.
864 are being phased out."
(These bills deal with federally
employed parents and other

Reading the column of our
sister over in Fulton and she
related something about an
article in the "Truth" a paper
described as "a Simon pure
doctrinal paper of the Methodist
(Bible) faith."
The paper, dated March 1914,
earrisd artieles by different
folks, among whom was T.H.
Farmer, of Martin, Tennessee
who wrote at length on dancing.
Just to show you how times and
outlooks have chanted, read
what he had to say about
"these terrible, sinful new
MODERN dances," with the T
ango being described as the
worst of them all.

federal aid programs which are
being discontinued.)
"The additional revenue will
be used to establish librarymedia centers at the Carter and
Robertson elementary schools,
conduct a pilot kindergarten
program for 40 children, and
give employees a cost of living
increase of approximately 5.5
addition,
cent. In
per
significant increases are
reflected in transportation,
operation and maintenance
sections of the budget due to
Increased cost of gasoline,
utilities, workmens compensation and school supplies."
The budget will now be
submitted to the Calloway
Fiscal Court for approval,
Schultz said.

MURRAY INDEPENDENT DISTRICT
RECEIPTS
$ 29,899.00
Cash on hand beginning of year
Taxation to be received in lieu of taxes 26,600.00
17,000.00
Tuition
0
530,722.0
Revenue
Other Local
666,541.00
Foundation Program (State)
750.00
Other State Aid
1,516.00
Other Federal Aid
$1,273,028.00
Total Estimated Receipts
EXPENDITURES
$ 41,191.00
Administration
870,161.00
Instruction
12,041.00
Attendance Service
11,977.00
Pupil Transportation
92,734.00
Plant
Operation of School
36,750.00
Maintenance of Plant
Fixed Charges and Conununity Services 14,489.00
22,000.00
Capital Outlay
0
171,685.0
Debt Service
Total Estimated Expenditures $1,273,028.00

"The old fashioned square
dances practiced in hall rooms
when couples stood at arm's
length caused the downfall of
thousands, but oh, who can tell
the multiplied hundreds of
thousands of ruined homes and
wrecked lives that are the
°Income of these modern, sinful
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)
CORRECTION
Maalox listed in Say-Rite's
advertisement in Thursday's
Lodger & Times should have
been priced at 88 cents rather
than the price listed.

Installation of Artificial Turfit
New Stadium Begins This Week
Installation of artificial turf
on the football playing field in
delay-plaqued Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray State
University was begun this
week, with completion expected
by the end of the month.
Dick Green, installation
manager for the American
Biltrite Co. of Cambridge
Mass., said the project will
include 84,000 square feet of
Poly-Turf, a nylon synthetic
grass, and another 2,000 We
feet of vinyl border material.
"Weather permitting, our

Top Dairy Farmer Selling Out
Because Of Increased Prices

He wrote that he'd been
hearing about how awful the
Tango was, so he just went to
dance hall to find out-"I made
up my mind to go and see it so I
could give...an account of it in
SHELBYVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
the hope of doing good; that and
of the top dairy farmers in
One
that alone was my only object in
the nation is selling his busigoing."
ness because he says "when
you take the profit out it's not
"Oh, horror of horrors! Oh, very much fun anymore."
scenes from the pits below!
High feed costs have put the
What is the world coming to
on dairy farmers and
squeeze
let
God
anyway? How long will
administration's
Nixon
the
this world stand at the pace
on retail food prices
many people are going and hew freeze
---many the final pinch.
much further is it to the gateiof for
I
and
cows
"I still love my
Sodorn? For pity's sake what
can young girls promise love my occupation—it's the
themselves who take part in best life in the world said
such immoral,sinful, immodest Ralph Peed, a Shelby County
farmer, "but these are trying
exercises?"
With this he was just warming
up to his subject. Read on-

ClAi TURF--Dick Green fright), installation manager for the American
-- "
LAYING kaiak
Biltrite Co. of camorkipionsi watches intently as the work crew rolls and glues the shock oad into
place on the play*fleidl ef!toy Stewart Stadium at Murray State University. Artificial turf will be
glued onto the shoes pad to tanatbe surface of the field. Installation began this week and is expected
to be finished by Aug. 1. Although the stadium will not be 100 percent complete, the first football
was begun almost four
game of the season Sept. 15 will he played in the delay-plaqued facility, which
years ago.

with a national average of
about 9,000 pounds
Despite the productivity of
his cows, Peed, like other dairy
farmers across the country, is
beginning to think it's not
worth the effort.
"The dairy business has been
pretty close for several years
now," Peed said, "but when the
feed started going up last fall it
His herd of 120 purebred Hol- became an estresne role
stein is sixth in the nation in
terms of productivity.
"Last fall I Was buying feed
Peed's cows produce an aver- grain for $65 a ton, but by May
age of 18,600,097 pounds a year
(See Dairyman, Page IS)
about 2,158 gallons), compared

times—particularly the last
nine months."
"They're either going to have
to let us make a profit or we're
going to go out of business."
The 58-year-old Kentucky native said until now he "never
failed to make money any
year" since going into the dairy
business for himself in 1937.

The Murray City Council last
night covered a wide range of
topics of importance with
Councilman Melvin Henley
presenting a rough draft of a
tight dog leash ordinance for
study by the council. Apparently the council seems
ready to pass such an ordinance, once the proper
language can be worked out.
In other action the council:
—Head Robert Moyer of the
Murray Planning Commission
report on the most recent study
of the city's general plan and
housing program prepared by
the consulting firm of Community Program Consultants of
Paducah.
— Approved the audit of the
Murray Police Court
—Approved a move to collect
delinquent city taxes.
—Approved bids for fittings
for the Murray Water & Sewer
System.
—Accepted bids for a new
truck for the Murray Natural
Gas System.
—Delayed action on the hieing
of several new animas anti
- .
next meeting.
—Accepted the resignation-of
Patrolman Gene Parker as of
July 23. Applications for the
position of City Patrolman are
now being accepted.

Trevathan shows that the
unaccountable natural gas loss
from March 1972 to March 1973
is 8.83 per cent, somewhat
lower than at first reported.
—Approved appointments by
Mayor Ellis to two city boards.
—Discussed possible call of
natural gas bonds held by
Connecticut Mutual Life.
—Heard recommendations by
the Council Park Dommittee.
—Heard Mayor Ellis an(See City Council, Page 12)

Judges Named
For The Queen
Contest Monday
The judges and master of
ceremonies for the Beauty
Contest for the Calloway County
Fair Queen have been announced. Judges for the event
will be Mrs. Charles Howard,
Mrs. Robert E. Jones, and Gary
ROInnan.
Mrs. Howard, who resides in
Mayfield, is a Murray State
University graduate. She has
previously taught art in St.
Louis and is a former president
of the Mayfield Junior Welfare
League.
Mrs. Jones, formerly 'of
the
attended
Memphis,
University of Chattanooga. She
and her husband, recreational
planner for TVA, live in
Murray.
Mr. Hallman, Director of
Parka and Recreation in
Murray, is a Murray State
University graduate after
yeses in dr
serving three
Honor Guard.
The master of ceremonies for
the evening will be Gary
Roedemeir. he is presently a
newscaster for WPSD-TV in
Paducah and is married to the
former Kay Ptnidey of Murray.
The Fair Queen Contest is
sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and will be held
Monday, at 8:00 p.m. at the
Fairgrounds.

plans are to be finished with Orange Bowl in Miami last
Installation by Aug. 1," he year,is supervising a crew of 12
said. "But rain or extreme bat man on the work site at Murray
—Heard Mayor Holmes
are factors that could cause State. Serving as the inaime delay in meeting that stallation contractor on the jobs Ellis report that a new review
is Steel and Roof Structures, by the firm of Richardson and
target date."
Green, an engineer who has Inc., of Memphis, one of about
been with the firm three years, 50 contractors from tiwesgbont
explained that unusually high the country which work with
temperatures affect the glue American Biltrite.
The bid contract amount for
used to adhere materials
together. He said heat can force the artificial turf in the new
Two persons are lodged in the
a slowdown in the wart pace by 16,000-seat stadium of the
jail on charges of grand
complex
county
-athletic
-too
academic
me
to
the
gins
causing
located at the northeast corner larceny of a motor vehicle,
ilckly.,
according to the office of County
Guaranteed for flee years, the of the campus is $165,000.
Bill Furgeraon, head football Judge Robert 0. Miller.
artificial surface on the football
his
Toy Williams and Tony
expressed
field consists of a five-eights coach,
Hughes have been charged in
inch thick shock pad and one(See Stadium, Page 12)
connection with the theft of two
half inch thick artificial grass
motorekeres, one reportedly
base.
laicron an asphalt
belonging to Gary Page of
Strips of the shock pod are
Murray according to the
bin laid across the field in
warrant.
Five-yard
widths.
five-foot
Bond has been set at 61,000
widths of the Poly-Turf will then
each for the men, according to
be glued onto the shock pad,
county attorney Sid Easley.
making a total thickness of one
and one-eighth inches of shock
pad and artificial turf.
A revenue sharing check for
Green, who supervised installation of Poly-Turf in the $74,346 was received Thursday
by the Calloway Fiscal Court,
meeting in a short session.
The check was for the second
quarter of 1973, according to
County Attorney Sid Easley.
Twenty-five students attend
Transporting Murray and
In other action, the _potej
classes which contine for
the
County students to
authorized payment of the-first Calloway
eight weeks.
Education
Special
a
from
and
installment of 87,500 to the
These students work in areas
session is a current
Professional Ambulance Ser- summer
reading, handwriting,
of
of the XI Alpha Delta
vice, which set up operation in project
spelling, math, cooking, arts
Sigma Phi.
Beta
of
Chapter
Murray recently.
as superThe sorority's major project and crafts, as well
County school superintendent
been
have
Some
E..
P.
vised
Burglars struck the U-Toteand
Miller appeared is aiding the Speech
studying about job skills.
Em grocery in Hazel Thursday William B.
State
Murray
at
Clinic
Hearing
that the court adThey are provided swimming
night, according to Deputy requesting
speical
The
for bids on the three new University.
vertise
week at Murray State
each
Wilson.
Maurice
fillsriff
is sponsored
y schools. The bids education session
University and have been on
in
Wilson said that a complete elementar
University
State
Murray
by
be opened August 12,
inventory of missing items was are to
the Murray many educational field trips
to county court clerk conjunction with
(See Session, Page 12)
not yet available, but said that a according
City Schools.
Harris.
radio and about COO in cash had Marvin
bum taken.
'1110 deputy reported that the
rs broke the plate glass
unlocked the door
from the outside. The money
was taken from two cash
registers, as well as from the
office, Wilson said.

Two Charged In
Motorcycle Thefts

Fiscal Court
Holds Meeting
On Thursday

U-Tote-Em
Burglarized
On Thursday

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Helping Special Session

•

Attempted Burglary
At Roberts Realty

Murray City Police said this
morning that an attempted
burglary occurred sometime
between Tuesday night and
solimmommemaseommemar
Wednesday morning at the
Sunny and warm today, partRoberts Realty Company at
Satly cloudy and mild tonight.
12th and Sycamore.
urday increasing cloudiness,
According to police officers,
with a chance of thundershowsomeone had taken a sharp
Saturday
and
ers Highs today
object and had tried to pry open
in the mid-80s, and lows tonight
the door.
Sherby
found
ANCIENT INDIAN CARVING FOUND HERE—This ancient Indian carving was
...in the upper ,60s.
City police issued three
burial
Indian
old
an
as
either
described
Potts
what
in
,
Coldwater
at
Showers.ending east Sunday, wood Potts, Route 7, Mayfield,
yesterday including
citations
Is'
which
carving,
the
that
said
Potts
County.
Calloway
followed by clearing and cooler mound or an Indian campground, located in
egistratiort
improper-r
one
for
hole
a
has
A.D.The carving is about 2,2 inches tall and
weather late Sunday through done in stone, was made between 1400 and 1508
for no operator's license
one
an
earring.
y
presumabl
for
off)
broken
bees
has
ear
ether
(the
ear
Tuesday Lows in the 60s, And in the lobe of the one remaining
Sad one for unnecessary noise.
---1/1111frPjaito by Genie Mreftelesseg
-"
"
-highs in the 80s.

I U R RAY -CALLOWAY CO.
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
111111111kAu •

The Weather

sLiiiasseApoS-

Phi help sponsor a Special Educati's summer
xi ,41,PH A DELTA Chapter members of Beta Sigma
the Murray-Callow ay County Comprehensive.
from
loan
on
is
bus
The
School.
Robertson
session at
to school each day. In the picture are, left I. right,
Care Center and is Used *transport the children
Carraway, saes/king. Mee. Ray Klass. Mist Mike
Tommy
Mrs.
and
kneeling, Mrs. Frank Robinson
Gerry Requarth. Other local businesses and
Mrs.
Morgan, and Mrs. WW. Williams, rear,
school.
Me
is
.assistieg
organizations are
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Yellow Ilcuises Only .
Developers of a new suburban
neighborhood thought it would
look nice if all the houses were
painted yellow. Accordingly, in
selling lots, they included a "yellow only" requirement in each
deed.
But after a number of homes
had gone up, one incoming family decided they liked green better. The developers refused to allow any deviation, and, in due
course, the dispute landed in thc

as Second Class Matter
Community
Tbe Outstanding Civic Asset of a
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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courtroom.

The summer slump hits everyone; even poets. It would claim
me except I will not let it happen. It takes great effort to continue
to write day after day. Except there be joy to it a person won't
keep it up.
Send your poems to this column and let me share it with the
readers.
DEDICATED TO ALL THE "I's" IN THIS WORLD

"This kind of restriction," the
family argued, "is an unlawful
interference with our personal
liberty. We have a right to follow our own tastes."

One View
Conservative Rep. H.R. Gross, R-Iowa, has his
own explanation of how the idea of "revenuesharing" began: "A robber took $100 from his victim." says Rep. Gross,"but gave him back 25 cents
to catch a bus. That started revenue sharing."
And you are supposed appreciate it.—Chattanooga
( Tenn.) News-Free Press.

Everytime the "I" appears,
Knowledge takes a rest,
Except for telling "I's" here,
That's what the "I" does best.
—Tom Perkins
The following poem is from a friend and reader from over Cairo

Mrs. Rufe Downs, age 100, died last night at the
home of her son, Clyde Downs, 504 Poplar Street,
Murray.
The preliminary plans for the elderly housing
units planned by the Murray Municipal Housing
Commission have been forwarded to Atlanta, according to L. D. MilJer, executive director of the

Jerry Roberts and Bill Wiggins of Murray will be
among some 150 delegates from the eastern United
States leaving this week for the annual Junior Red
Center to be held at Miami
Cross Training
University, Oxford, Ohio, July 12-19.
A special feature on the Soil Conservation
program here and in the district is published today.
The story is written by Yandall Wrather of the local
soil conservation service.. '
Miss Mary Miller Ellis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shannon Ellis, and Ted Lawson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Lawson, were married July 4 at the Goshen
Methodist Church. ---The Dees Bank of Hazel shows assets of $750,542.08
in its report of condition at the close of business on
June 30, 1953.

And the Lord thy God will make thee plenteous in
every work of thine hand...11 thou shalt harken unto
the voice of the Lord thy God, to keep his commandments.—Deuteronomy 38: 9 and 10.
but we
We know that God will keep His promises,
must keep His law with heart and soul.

Isn t It The Truth I
by Carl Riblet Jr.
A visit to the halls of Congress makes this point:
the men who make our laws mostly have a long nose
and the point is that they thus can look down it
farther, blow it louder, stick it into other people's
business deeper and smell something rotten in

"I" is easy to say,
And even easier to write,
It is an ill-us-tra-tive way
To bring our "me" to light.
"I will, I am, I know,
I get, I give, I grow,"
There's a euphoric feeling,
The "I" has made it so

commission.
Mrs. F. B. Outland is visitng her son, Stanley
Pogue Outalnd and family of West Palm Beach, Fla.
The new queen of the Murray-Calloway County
Fair will be crowned by the 1962 queen, Carol Rolfe,
on Monday evening. Also present will be Toni
Burchett, 1960 queen, and Mrs. Donna Grogan
Herndon, 1961 queen.

'You mean you're disillosioned with politics,
taxes, crime and shortages, too?'

synagogues of America." By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Wglaer
He says "big daddies' who
NEW YORK (AP) =-7S1 the promise 'law and order' and
Watergate scandal unfolds, then make a mockery" of it are
moral theologians cite a kind of "no more the answer to Ameri"White House religion"—a per- can problems than are the relisonalized piety detached from gious saviors who beguile their
its social demands—as a factor constituents to believing there
can be salvation ...
In the affair.
pursuit.oti,
It's a common American associated from the
style of religion, focused on the justice."
A. Baptist pastor, the Rev.h.
individoare stotua.but without_
corollary application to the cor- Peter McLeon, of Waco, Tex,
porate system or political referring to the frequent White
sphere.
House religious services M
"Keep religion out of poli- which President Nixon serves
tics," goes its shibboleth. Some as a sort of master of ceremoInternal Revenue Service inves- nies, put it this way:
tigations of socially active reli"What I want to know is this.
gious bodies have tended to- What were all those preachers
ward trying to impose such a doing in the White House on
ruie.
Sunday morning? What were
It "seeks salvation of souls they preaching?"
but allows the damnation of
The Rev. Dr. Phillip Potter,
society," says the Rev. Gabriel general secretary of the World
Fackre, of Andover Newton Council of Churches, says that
Theological School in Mas- "in Watergate, we have cleansachusetts, adding that it has cut, good-looking people," debeen fostered as a "White voted to private religion, "but
House religion."
who sees to be defective in
Rabbi Balfour Bricimer, a moral sensitivity."
Reform Jewish schotar, says it
One of these adMil4ed1Y inItems from evangelistic revi- volved in the Watergate coverreliseparates
valism, which
up, Jeb Stuart Mageoler,depugion from "affairs of the marty campaign director for Nixon,
ket place, the courthouse, the
claimed in testimony to Senate
political arena or the business Investigators he was matching
office."
conduct of a former ethics
"Watergate has shown the
teacher.
fallacy of this attitude," he
soThe teacher, the Rev. Wiladds. "It may also restore
cial action to the churches and liam Sloan Coffin of Yale Uni-

Denmark sooner.
"A gentleman with a pug nose is
a contradiction in terms."
—Edgar Allen Poe

versity, had taken part in illegal resistance to the Vietnam
war, Magruder said, and so he
reasoned he should break laws
to conceal Watergate.
However, the Rev. Mr. Calla_
quickly replied that his resistance to the war, like Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s defiance
of segregation laws, was purposely open, intended publicly
to challenge conditions viewed
as wrong,and not a hidden conup
cover
to
spiracy
wrongdoing.
In one case, as in Jasak violation of .certain laws, the object is openly to bring greater
justice, the Rev. Mr. Coffin
said, and not to pervert it, as in
the Watergate case.

There's nothing quite so
satisfying as the sensation one
has when he admires something
that he alone has created. A
rare feeling indeed in this age of
automation. This summer
campers in the three family
campgrounds in TVA's Land
Between the lakes will have
ample opportunity to express
their creative talents. As part of
recreation
the
summer
program in this big outdoor
recreation area, an arts and
• crafts program is being cone ducted and is available to
▪ anyone camping at Hillman
Ferry, Rushing Creek, or Piney
Campgrounds.

IICAALA MUNDT, one of sixteen college practieum students
reeelvhre rredit-for nu-the-job experience is las& Between the
lakes this summer.is giving instruction to a young camper.

The instructor .is Karla
Mundt, one of the sixteen
college practicum students
receiving credit for on-the-job
experience in Land Between the
Lakes this summer. She is a
senior majoring in recreation at
the University of Iowa. The arts
and crafts program is available
30a.m. arid 1:30
from 9:00to
to 4:00 p.m. on alternate days
Wednesday and
between
Saturday. Days and times will
always be posted in advance in

However, the court held they
would have to stay with yellow
whether they liked it or not. The
court said the requirement was a
reasonable means to a reasonable end—to benefit the community as a whole.
It is common, in developing a
neighborhood, to impose deed restrictions of one kind or another.
They may cover anything from
the size of houses to the height
of hedges, from the style of architecture to the type of fencing.
And, by and large, the law will
enforce these restrictions. Although they reduce the rights of
the purchaser, they do so on the
basis of a lawful contract, freely
entered into, at the time of original sale.
True, some restrictions may be
unenforceable for reasons of overriding public policy. The leading example is the racial restriction, now outlawed everywhere.
furthermore, a restriction valid
at first may gradually low its
validity as the neighborhood
changes. Say.a dozen home owners in the "yellow only" neighborhood had been allowed to get
away with different colors. At
that point, even if the developers
suddenly decided to crack down.
a cOUrt Would probably refuse to
enforce the restriction. As one
judge put it:
"Restrictions will not be enforced where the character of the
neighborhood has so changed as
to defeat the original purpose of
the plan."
An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Bernard.

I AM A KENTUCKIAN
I am a Kentuckian-born in Marshall County
Four miles out from Benton.
My Grandmother West lived in a log cabin
On 400 acres of Great-Grandpa Brewer's in Graves County.

each of the campareunds. There
are no fees and no age
requirements, and all supplies
are furnished by TVA.
The arts and crafts program
was initiated in an effort to get
the camper Involved in
supervised activities in order to
increase his enjoyment of Land
Between the Lakes. Children,
especially, have shown a great
interest. Weather they paint
their favorite rocks or glue a
series of rocks or sticks
together to make a unique
looking animal; whether they
make an interesting table
arrangement out of driftwood;
or crochet with yarn they made
themselves, campers—young
and old alike—have the opportunity to create their own
sourvenirs of Land Between the
Lakes. A great deal of the
materials used in the program
are natural and were found and
collected in the area.
Other recreational activities
In the carnpgreunde include
movies, slide lectures, nature
hikes, volleyball and other
games, singalongs, and campfire programs

By WILLIAM C. WERTZ
Associated Press Writer
RAPID CITY, S.D. (AP) —
"He was just ripping the baby
apart," says a grandmother
who killed a mountain lion with
a butcher knife as it mauled
her infant grandson.
"I did what I had to do,
that's all. I think anyone, with
God's help, could have done the
same thing," said Mrs. Peter
Underdahl of Anoka, Minn.
The boy, 18-month-old Jason
Cowden, was listed in serious
condition Wednesday in the intensive care unit of a Rapid
City hospital. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Cowden of
Anoka.
The 120-pound lion leaped
through a partially opened window of a motor home Tuesday
and began mauling the child in
a tourist attraction called
"Bear Country". The boy was
in the motor home with his
mother and her parents. The
vehicle had stopped momentarily.
"Bear Country" is a fenced
park containing bears, buffaloes, wolves and mountain
lions. The animals roam freely
within the fenced area, and
totwists drive their own vehicles through the park eight
miles south of Rapid City.
Mrs. Underdahl, 53, fought
back tears as she described her
ordeal in an interview at the
hospital.
"All I kept saying was,
'Bring me a knife! Bring me a
knife!' Finally, my husband
handed me a butcher knife and
I jammed it in and twisted it
and the lion went slack, and I
knew I had pierced the heart,"
the slender, 5-foot woman said.
"I said a prayer that the
Good Lord would give me the
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The kitchen was a lean-to
The living room had a fireplace
Where a four-foot beech log
Kept the house warm in winter.
My Fourth of July fire crackers
Were sassafras splinters on a hot fire
Or sparks from iron horseshoes
On gravel as the buggy horse went home by desire.
I have slept in the attic on a feather bed
Beneath shake shingles hand rived
In the dry of the moon. A wool pieced
Feather-stitched quilt oft held snow.

0 1973 American Bar Association

Grandmother Saves Child
From Wild Mountain Lion

Arts and Crafts for Campers
Offered In Land Between Lakes
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I climbed the crooked rail fence
Wary of snakes hiding in the cool,
And saw pale pink wild roses
Mirrored In a summer rain pool

From flat white bits to puffs of brown,
And I ate sweet apple preserves
And made sweet apple cider with windfalls
The sudden summer storm blew down.

MC
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• Powor Co
Sheri WW1
• A %Among(
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I've spatted.our milk with an old churn dasher
ome
And have seen laden spec —F—
Then splashed the milk faster and faster
And made "puffy" butter, sweet and warm.

'2

I've stepped on my shadow's head
In a far back field at noon.

Plus small

MI
APF

Raced to the house at the dinner bell.
strength and the right spot, and I've "licked" an ice cream paddle with a spoon,
He did."
After we drove nine miles to Mayfield
Mrs. Underdahl said the lion
By horse and buggy to get ice.
when
away
feet
10
about
was
Oh yeah! I'm a Kentuckian, born and bred
Mrs. Cowden stopped the motor
And I'll be a Kentuckian until
dead.
home and opened a side window to take a photograph.
"It was just lying down and
calm as could be," she said.
She said the lion sprang when
the baby came toward the window.
"I think it was the quick motion and the baby's small size,
the prey thing. You know, those
animals attack anythiqg smaller and weaker than thy are,"
she said.
Mrs. Underdahl said she
could not criticize the park
management.
"The park is well-protected,"
she said. " We have a set of
rules. The rules said don't get
out of your car and don't roll
down your windows. But who
would have thought that the
lion would just leap up like
that?"

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service July 12, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 814 Est. 500
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 41.25-41.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 40.50-41.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 39.75-40.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 39.25-39.75
•
Sows
US 1-2 270-35e lbs., 36.50-36.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 34.50-35.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 33.50-34.50
Boars 28.50-33.50

21
Phoi

Gayle W. Morehead
_,-P-0. Box 3118
Cain, Moon, OH
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Miss Carol Diane Horn Becomes Bride Of
Joseph Harrison Crass In Ceremony At
The First Baptist Churchill Murray
Miss Carol Diane Horn
became the bride of Joseph
Harrison Crass in a beautiful
candlelight ceremony on
Sunday, June 17, at three
o'clock In the afternoon at the
First Baptist Church in Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd W.•Horn of
1713 Calloway Avenue, Murray.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Homer W. Horn of Sharon,
Tenn., and Mrs. Nona Ervin and
the late W.H. Revel of Henry,
Tenn.
Mr. Crass is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Homer Crass of
Kirksey, and the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. B.O. Crass of
Kirksey and Mr. and Mrs.
Hayden Morris of Route 6,
Murray
The impressive double ring
ceremony was performed by
the bride's great uncle, Rev.
.1.R. Hamlin of Martin, Tenn.,
who also married her parents
on that day 23 years ago.
The altar was decorated with
two seven-branched candelabra
entwined with greenery which
held the glowing candles,
flanked on each side with
baskets of white and pink
gladioli mixed with porn poms.
Placed in the baptistry was an
arrangement of mixed pink and
white sununer flowers.

— Bride'. Dress
The tride..;.asearted to the
altar and given in marriage by
her father, was lovely in her
formal wedding gown of white
bridal satin overlaid with silk
organza. The gown was made
with an empire waist with long
puff sleeves, wide cuffs with
self-covered buttons, and high
neckline. Over the silk organza
was placed lace appliques down
the side of the sleeves, on the
small standup collar, and down
the front of the dress. In the
back was placed a large bow
with the tie extending down the
back of the dress with appliques
of lace placed at the end of the
tie. The dress extended into a
train with lace placed all
around the bottom of the dream
and the train. Her veil was
fingertip length which fell
gracefully from a small lace
headpice.
Her bridal bouquet was of
pink and white, yellow.
centered, daisies centered with
a white cymbidium orchid.
The bride's dress and veil
were designed and made by
Mrs. Gracie Holland.
Miss Sherry Aden, the bride's
first cousin of Kalamazoo,
Mich.,the maid of honor, wore a
long formal gown of pink and
green floral polyester made
srnilar to the bride's dress. Min
Evelyn Crass, bridesmaid,
sister of the groom, and Miss
Gail LeAnn Horn, flower girl,
sister of the bride, wore identical dresses to the maid of
honor. The maid of honor and
bridesmaid carried a longstemmed single pink rose with
greenery and pink ribbon
streamers.
Little Gail LeAnn Horn, the
flower girl, sister of the bride,
carried a white wicker basket
with pink carantion corsage
attached to the side, from which
she dropped pink rose petals
down the aisle just before the
bride entered
All three attendants wore
pink ribbons in their hair.
Kenny Horn, brother of the
bride, was Mr. Crass's best
man. Steve Carr, cousin of the
groom, and his brother, Mark
Crass, served as ushers and
candellghters.
The groom,the bride's father,
and all attendants wore white
tuxedoes with dark pink shirts.
Each wore a white carnation.
The bride's mother was attired in a street-length mauve
MODEL GSD461N dress made with long sleeves
and pleated skirt. Her ac4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
cessories were of white and she
• Power Scrub Normal Wash
iAS• al Hold
Short Wash Mid
wore a white cymbidium orchid
• Automatic Doloreont & Intocorsage.
0141:04s000moss
The groom's 'niother wore a
pink long sleeve dress with
white accessories. She also
wore a white cymbidium orchid
Plus small installation charge corsage.
Mrs. Homer Horn and Mrs.
J.H. Ervin,grandmothers of the
bride, and Mrs. Hayden Morris,
grandmother of the groom,
were in attendance and each
212 E. Main
wore a corsage of white carnations. Mrs. B.D. Crass, the
Phone 753-1586
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Miss Hazel Carson
Honored At Shower
At Jeffery Home

Monday, July 11
Registration for two weeks
summer swim program from
July 16-23 will be at the Murray
University School lobby from
with
Church
Friday, July 13
United Methodist
Murray American Legion serving to be from 6:30 to nine 8:30 to ten a.m. A fee of flve
Post 73 and Auxiliary 73 will p.m., sponsored by the MYF. dollars will be charged.
Miss Hazel Carson, August
have their annual picnic and Price will be two dollars for
bride-elect of Danny
17th
Murray Chapter, National
Installation of officers at the adults and one dollar for
Morton, was honored with a
will
Association,
Secretaries'
Qty Park at 6:30 p.m. Meat and children.
personal shower held at the
meet at the University Branch
drinks will be furnished by the
home of Miss Jeanie Jeffery,
of the Bank of Murray at 7:30
Legion and ladies are asked to
"See How They Run," will be p.m. New members will be 1607 Keenland Drive, on
bring a covered dish.
Thursday, June 28.
presented at the Murray State installed.
The charming hostesses for
eight
at
Theatre
University
The second production of
occasion were Miss Gloria
the
"See How They Run," will be p.m.
Pdosday, July 16
Cook, Miss Martha Wisehart,
presented at eight p.m. at. the
The Russell's Chapel United Miss Regina Kinsolving, and
Murray State University
Sunday, July 15
Methodist Women will meet Miss Jeffery.
Theatre.
Homecoming will be held at at one p.m. at the church. Each
For the special occasion the
Liberty Cumberland member is to bring a gift to bride-elect chose to wear a
The Wranglers Riding Club Presbyterian Church with reveal sunshine friends.
white knit shirt and red and
will ride at seven p.m. Vernon's Sunday School at ten a.m.,
white plaid knit pants. She was
Boot and Shoe will award a pair preaching at eleven a.m.,
Murray-Calloway County presented a corsage of white
of boots to the best rider in basket lunch at noon,and gospel Fair opens at 7:30 p.m. with
and yellow daisies.
Event No. 12 with an entry fee of singing in afternoon. Revival beauty contest.
-The table was decorated with
fity cents for this class.
opens Monday at seven p.m.
bride doll and a wedding bell
a
Hazel Woman's Club will
Cokes.
ts of
Refreshmen
sponsor a voter re-registration
Saturday, July 14
booth at the Murray-Calloway cookies, and cakes were served
Bastille Day Celebration,
Seventeen persons were
St. Leo's Catholic Church will County Fair from seven to ten
sponsored by by Murray High
and several sent gifts
present,
in
a
participate
pariah
potluck
p.m.
French Club, will be held at the
who could not attend.
Kenlake State Park pavilion picnic at Kenlake State Park at
three p.m.
starting at 5:30 p.m
Tuesday, July 17
First Assembly of God
Murray-Calloway County
The Murray High School Church, 16th and Glendale, will
Never choose a lipstick begraduating class of 1923 will have homecoming services Senior Citizens are invited to
Photo by David Hill
cause it's the latest fashion
have a reunion at the Holiday starting at ten a.m. The Don movies about Kentucky at Lis.
color. Before you purchase
at
Inn, Murray, at seven p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harrison Crass
Hendley Singers will be singing Calloway Public Library two lipstick be sure it goes with
n
For
p.m.
call
transportatio
your skin tones.
groom's paternal grandmother, with an ivory linen cloth
A Ham Bean supper'will be at the services. A basket dinner 753-0929 or 753-9041.
overlaid with white silk illusion held at the Brooks Chapel will be served at 12:30 pin.
was unable to attend.
an
with
centered
The wedding was directed by and
arrangement of pink roses. At
Mrs. Gracie Holland.
Music
one end of the table was placed
wedding the bride's three-tiered wedding
the
Precding
cerethony Mrs. Linda Wright cake decorated in pink and
gave a program of organ green topped with a miniature
wedding music. Her selections bride and groom. The other end
included "We've Only Just of the table held the punch bowl
Begun" by Nichols, "More", from which pink punch was
Ortolan', "No Greater Love," served. Nuts and mints were
Tscaikowsky, "Oh Promise also served.
The wedding cake was served
Me," by DeKoven, "Because"
by D'Hardelot, "I Love You by Mrs. Robert Allen Clendenin,
aunt of the bride, and Miss
Truly," Bond. "Bless This
House" by Brake, was played Joyce Clendenin, the bride's
while the candles were being cousin. presided at the punch
lighted and the mothers and bowl They were assisted by
grandmothers were being Miss Connie Dedmon of
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Miss
seated.
Chorus" Diane Crass, sister of the
-Bridal
The
(Lohengrin ), by Wagner, was groom
The receiving line included
played as the bridal party entered, and as they left she the bride and groom, the bride's
played the "Wedding March" parents, the groom's parents,
by Mendelssohm, ( A Mid- maid of honor, bridesmaid, and
the flower girl.
summer Night's Dream).
After the reception the couple
The bride's register was kept
by Mrs. Debbie Carr. The left for a honeymoon in the
register table was placed at the Srnoky Mountains. They are
to the back door of our stock room and choose from thousands of yards of materials.
around
Come
new
their
at
sancchurch
residing
the
now
entrance to
tuary and was draped with pink mobile home near Kirk.sey.
Rehearsal Dinner
cloth and centered with an
The bridal party, parents of
arrangement of pink daisies.
the bride and groom, and imReception
After the ceremony the guests mediate families, were enNOW
were invited to attend the tertained at a rehearsal dinner
Finishes
Guard
Scotch
&
Blends
in
Solids
Prinb &
House
Colonial
reception which was held in the at the
Friday
on
Community Room of the Smorgasbord
Cotton/Polyester
Murray Federal Savings and evening, June 15
for
sixteen
laid
were
NOW
Street.
Covers
Main
Loan Building on
yd.
and Acrylic Blend
•
The bride's table was covered people.

Lipstick choices

MONI4ZUE OPEN SUNDAY
JULY- 15th
•
12 Noon to 5 p.m.

BACK DOOR
FABRIC SALE LI-

NEVER BEFORE SUCH LOW PRICES... NO LIMITS!!

KNITS!

Ii Full Bolts of Solids and Prints, 60" Wide

GINGHAM__CHECKS
Seasonal Favorites, 65% Poilosior, 35% Conon'

BROADCLOTH!

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

vARad
lay
'we

*
*

Aree *
Net

USED CARS

1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, power and air, one owner,
Murray C.ar.
1972 Cadillac Coupe DeVille. power and air, one owner,
Murray car, dark blue with blue vinyl roof.
1972 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, power and air, light green
with green vinyl roof, 15,000 miles.

*

rave! If

1973 Oldsmobile Delta Royal, 2 door hard top, power and
air, 6,000 miles, a real bargain.
1972'Oldsmobile Luxury Sedan, all power and air, beige
with.beige vinyl roof,ane owneit, Murray ear. —
one 1968 Oldsmobile, 98 Holiday Sedan, power and air,

**It

power and air, one
1971 Dodge Polara, 4 door Sedan,
owner.
power.
1967 Plymoutt 4 door, automatic with
air.
1968 Plymouth Road Runner, power and
1967 Plymouth,2 door hard top, power and
1973 Ford Torino, 2 door hardtop,6,000
1970 Ford Custom 500,4 door, power

air.

miles.

and air.

all power and air.
1972 Pontiac Bonnville Station Wagon,
:

Sanders-Pardon,
MAIN STREET

Wift

—57c
4
77

DRAPERY REMNANTS-

$23995

iv**
!
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Brilliant Colors in Polyester/Cotton Blend
DEAR ABBY: I don't know what's the matter will me,
but I just can't say no. I go with the kind of guys who can
talk me into anything. I am only 18, and I can't eves
remember all the guys I've gone all the way with. Some of
them I didn't feel a thing for. I just didn't want to hurt
their feelings
My parents think I'm a "good" girl because I don't
stay out late
I am not dumb,• and I am nothing special to look- at
I am just average, but I would like to lit0.41ving IP to CO,
CAN'T BAY NO
guy after another. Can you help me?
DEAR CAN'T: You need counseling. Get in teach with
your Family Service Agency lit you can't afford private
coixaseliagl. They cam help you straightea out your thinking. Or check your phone book far the ?dental Health Clink
nearest you and ask for an appointment. IP. S. I'd like to
bear from you after you've followed these two leads. God
bless you.]
DEAR ABBY: I have a suggestion that would give
great hope to cancer victims. Most of them make- a habit at
readihg the obituartea with apprehension and fear:
It would, I believe, give them courage and cadidence If
families would allow obituaries to read: "Mr. X died at the
age of 72 of a heart attack. He underwent cancer surgery
20 years ago."
Is there any reason this can't be done? NEW YORKER
DEAR NEW YORKER: Year Idea is great for those
who have survived cancer surgery. But how do you think It
would affect permas with heart candidates?
DEAR ABBY: I had a very irritating experience re
cently at a family gathering. One of my aunts greeted me
with, "I didn't recognize you because you got so fat!" [And
she said this in front of a lot of people 1
As one who has always been heavy, I am very sensitive
about my weight and I found this very embarrassing 1 feel
that such comments are as rude and uncalled for as making fun of a cripple or an otherwise handicapped person
My family tells me to drop the matter because my aunt
is elderly and should be excused. I maintain that age is no
BURNED
excuse What is your opinion?
DEAR BURNED: Age could be an excuse. However,
sitice no one can insulate himself against possible hurtlai
remarks, your oaly defense is to a. avoid those who are
Inclined to make them: b. develop a thicker skin; c try to
reduce your "problem."

UNIFORM FABRICS!
Easy-Care 100% Nylon, 45 Inches Wide

DOUBLE KNIT SAMPyd.LES!
100% Potilsior in Fashion Lengths, Reg. 12.98

984
1

NOW

NOW $

Yd.

6 yd.

DOUBLE KNITS Full Botta_ NO 4260 yd.
-$O" Wide, 100% Polyester. Reg. '3.98 yd.
EXTRA HOURS!

BUTTONS

LACE
Your
Own

Now

5 BIG DA YS ONLYi EXTRA SALES HELP!

It
yd.

By The
'Handful

50

THREAD

NOTIONS

Black & White
Spools at
$
Terrific
for
Savings‘o

Special
Selection
Your Choice

fo

GROUPS..
4 SPECIAL FABRICSEASON
AL SAVINGS!!

REGROUPED & REPRICED FOR
Shirtings,
SPORTSWEAR Prints, Flocks,
Crepes, Knits,75t
Values
Suitings.
to
Values to
4/$1 Values to
1.98 yo.
1.69 yd. yd.
yd.
1.29 yd.

50`

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
'
iviON IQUE

CENTRAL CENTER. •
MURRAY, KY.
Open: Monday thru Saturday
10 AM. to 8 P.M.

Denims,
Jerseys, $1°° yd.
Knits.
Values to '1.98 yd.
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Bobby Bonds Moves Into
Thirliiii NI Balloting
NEW YORK ( AP ) - Bobby

714, remained the leading votegetter among the infielders,
collecting 1,207,351 votes for
first base, far ahead of Pittsburgh's Willie.Stargell, runnerup with 537,795.

Heeds, San Francisco's slugging youngster , has edged into
third place in the battle for the
three starting outfield positions
on the 1973 National League
All-Star team, in balloting by
Second baseman Joe Morgan
the nation's baseball fans.
was the third Cincinnati player
Bonds, among the !IL leaders leading at his position. with
in most batting categories, has 891,513 votes to 401,635 for his
received 778,355 votes, accord- nearest rival, Glenn Beckert of
ing to figures released today by Chicago
the office of Baseball CommisSan Francisco's Chris Speier
sioner Bowie Kuhn
was the front-runner at shortPete Rose of Cincinnati leads stop with 810.254 votes to 487,all NI. outfielders with 904,624 666 for second-place Dave Convotes. Chicago's Billy Williams cepcion of Cincinnati, and Chiis second with 790,253, followed cago's Ron Santo held a comby Bonds and Houston's Cesar fortable margin over St. Louis'
Cedeno with 768,227 in a close Joe Torre at third base. Santo
struggle for the second and had 723,812 votes to Torte's
third starting lobs
617,955.
Meanwhile, catcher Johnny
The final balloting in both the
Bench of Cincinnati continued National
and - American
to lead all NL players in the Leagues will be announced next
balloting. He has received 1,- week. National League Man575,013 votes from a total of ager Spark Anderson of Cincin3,323,439. Pittsburgh's Manny nati and AL Manager Dick WilSanguillen was a distant second liams of Oakland will pick the
with 347,859 votes
reserves and pitchers.
Atlanta's Hank Aaron, rapidThe All-Star game will be
ly closing in on Babe Ruth's
July 24 at Kansas City.
played
all-time home run record of

By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
plane that carried baseball star
Roberto Clemente to his death
New Year's Eve was overloaded, had two bad engines
and had not been flown in four
months, the National Transportation Safety Board said today
The flight engineer was unqualified for his position and
the copilot had a total of six
hours in the type of plane being
flown, the board added.
Clemente, an All-Star outfielder for the Pittsburgh Pirates, and four others died
when the four-engined DC7

crashed shortly after takeoff
from Puerto Rico on a mercy
flight to Managua, Nicaragua.
The plane, owned by a Puerto
Rico charter operator, was
loaded with relief supplies for
survivors of the Managua
earthquake.
Clemente, a native of Puerto
Rico, had agreed to head up
the relief effort after he got
word of the Dec. 23 disaster.
His organization had collected
$150,000 in cash and tons of
food, clothing and medicine.
The safety board said its investigation of the accident
showed:
-The four-engine propeller
driven plane was 4,200 pounds
overweight when it took off.

Is United States Track
Team Starting To Slip?

Harris And Kite Are
Leading At Robinson

spread was the smallest ever.
A powerful performance by the
women gave the Germans the
over-all team victory, as their
girls outscored the Americans
85-50. It was the fifth time in
six years they had beaten the
US. girls.
Head Coach Jim Bush had
said before the meet against
the Germans that the U.S.
team
.would form the nucleus of
the 1976 American Olympic
contingent in Montreal.
But he might have to make a
re-evaluation following the
team's relatively disappointing
showing against the Germans.
Following the meet against
Italy, the American team will
travel to Minsk and face the
Russians July 23-24, then conclude its trip in Senegal against
an all-star African team early
next month.

--There was extensive internal failure in the inboard left
engine during the takeoff, The
board said the failure was
traced to previous engine damage caused during a ground accident.
-The inboard right engine
was so badly worn that it could
not develop full power.
-The aircraft had not been
flown in approximately four
months.
--And the flight engineer was
a mechanic unqualified for his
position in the crew. The co-pilot had six hours of DC7 flight
time.
The first attempt of the airplane to take off was aborted,
the board said, and the plane
was returned to its ramp for
work on both right engines.
It said the plane attempted a
second takeoff three hours later The plane took 8,000 feet to
get off the ground and gained
altitude slowly before turning
left to head back toward the
airport.
It continued to lose altitude
during the turn and crashed
miles
into the ocean, about
from San Juan's luxury hotels.
The board said an eyewitness
told Clemente the plane was
improperly loaded and unsafe
but that Clemente replied he
didn't know anything about
this.
It said this report "further
sharpens the poignancy of this
tragedy and underscores a basic aviation safety issue involved.
"Mr. Clemente presumed the
flight was being conducted
safely. This was understandable. But faith in a safe
operation is not enough."

.
Standings
41,11

Sports In
Brief

"A funny thing happened
when I decided to expose that phony
Rooting Volkswagen commercial:

The ex-skeptic leaning out of the •Volk_swogenndow is n
television reeorter narked Stanley Siegel.
like* lot of other people he sow our Sooting car commercial.
Unlike alai of other people, he tested it.
.diaartiolbt believe that bur rag 0 mart. us wall it's
14
peoctically airtight.
"-SO he borrowed o Volkswagen from o local dealer; went out
with o camera crew; and hoped to come bock Wifh pictures of
it tying on the bottom of something called, believe it or not.
Pestle Creek.
Fortunately, on you con see in the re•enoctment above,
that's not how things worked out.
otion WI.UK in Green Boy, Wis
.
What people watching H
sow on the-trews that night wasn't a sunken Volkswagen.
It was a surprised 'Stanley Siegel .
In fact, on he put it himself, "These things really do float."
. What's more the VW even started up. Without any trouble
On the first try.
So on for as we're cOnctsrned, while Stanley Siegel may not
have come bock with the expose he.went out for, he still produced something very worthwhile.
One Of the best Volkswagen commercials we've seen in
a long time.
Few things in life work as well as a Volkswagen
It clehnitely.floots, but not indefinitely

CA1111011
- INC...—
SOOVOLKSWAGEN,
thrt-P.,30-1-M-----.
Chestnut Strait Iluffay • Phone 753-8850

-Vitseittlays-105700-tiatur.

Lincoln, nob., 4 and 3, advancing to the quarterfinals of
the Trans-Mississippi Golf
Championship.
FOOTBALL . . .
DETROIT - The Detroit
Lions of the National Football
League acquired tackle John
Small from Atlanta as compensation for the Falcons' signFrank
Iij'Uon
Gallagher.
. TENNIS . . .
NEWPORT, Wales - Julie
Heldman of New York defeated
Sharon Walsh of San Mateo,
Calif., 6-2, 6-3 and moved into
the finals of the Welsh Open
Lawn Tennis Championships.
GSTAAD,Switzerland - Topseeded American Stan Smith
topped Geoff Masters of Australia 1-6, 7-6, 6-2 and advanced
to the quarter-finals of the
Swiss International Tennis
Championships.
TRACK & FIELD .
MUNICH - West Germany's
track and field team, buoyed
by the superiority of its women's squad, beat the United
States 186-172 in their two-04y
International track meet.
HORSE -RACING • -NEW YORK - Never Bold,
$3,40, scored a neck victory in
the $10,000 Queens Chamber of
Conunerce Purse at Aqueduct.

Pon. 114p

By BERT ROSENTHAL
Roger Staubach...or Craig
Morton?
The choice between them for
the starting quarterback job on
the Dallas Cowboys again is the
dilemma facing Coach Torn
Landry.
"I'm counting on getting my
Job back," Staubach said
Thursday before leaving Dallas
for the team's National Football League training camp at
Thousand Oaks, Calif. "I'm going in with the attitude I'll
start. I'm sure Craig has the
same attitude, too."
Morton might have tht same
attitude, but he's keeping it to
himself, while voicing cautious
optimisrn.
"Right now, after what took
place last year,! don't know
what will happen," said Morton
prior to his departure for
camp. "Coach Landry says the
Job is up for grabs. All I can do
is try and do the job I did last
season."
Last season, Morton, the No.
1 quarterback after Staubach
suffered a separated right
shoulder during an exhibition
game, led the Cowboys into the
National Football Conference
playoffs. But he faltered in the
opening playoff game against
San Francisco, and Staubach,
who had sparked the Cowboys
to victory in Super Bowl VI,
came in and rallied Dallas to
victory with two touchdown
passes in the final two minutes.
Then, in the NEC title game
against Washington, Staubach
started, had a poor game and
the Cowboys lost.
"I worked hard in the off-season and I'm anxious to go," he
said confidently.
Meanwhile,quarterback Johnny Unitas admitted at the Sin
Diego Chargers' camp that he

to San Diego after the 1972 season, said that as long as he
could help the Chargers he
would continue playing, but "if
I can't, I'll get out."
Eddie McAshan, who set numerous passing records at
, and was the
Georgia WI
— hhusir quarterschool's mft
back, weedropped by the New
England 'Patriots.

can't throwlhe Will well as
he would like because of torn
muscles and bursitis, "but my
arm is just as strong, probably
stronger, because of all the
work to get it back in shape
after some of the injuries I've
had."
The 40-year-old Unitas, who
spent 17 years with the Baltimore Colts before being traded
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American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.S.
50 41 549 New York
46 39 541 I
Boston
44 38 537 11
Baltimore
2
/
Detroit
46 42 523 Vic
_
5
_ _44 494
Milwaukee
Cleveland,
31 38 34
West
Oakland
50 39 562 Kansas City
49 43 .533 21/
1
'
CaTlitieni&
as 41
45 41 .523 3,
Minnesota
i's
Chicago
45 42 .517-4i'30 56 .349 NM
Texas
Thursday's Games
Oakland 8, Milwaukee I
Minnesota 8 4, Cleveland 4-7
New York 10, Kansas City 3
Boston 5, Texas 2
Detroit 7, California 6
Baltimore 4, Chicago 3
Friday's Games
Kansas City (Splittorff 12 5)
at New York (Stottlemyre 11
7), N
Texas (Bibby
3) at Boston
(Culp 231. N
California (Wright 7 1)) at
Detroit (Lolich 88). N
Oakland (Holtzman 138) at
Milwaukee (Parsons 3 5). N
Cleveland (Bosman 2 81 at
Minnesota (Decker 341. N
Baltimore (McNally 8 10) at
Chicago (Wood 16 12), N
Saturday's Games
Kansas City at New York
Texas at Boston
Cleveland at Minnesota
California at Detroit
Oakland at Milwaukee, N
liaitien•Ff.at,..CJOCago, N
Senders Games
Califon*, at Detroit
Kansas City .at New York
Texas at Boston ,
Baltimore at Chicago
Oakland at Milwaukee
ClOvelahd
MirmeSOta
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.
50 38 -.568
Cnir.ago
44 43"-.372-2-St. Louis
41 43 .488 7
Montreal
40 44 .476
Pittsburgh
39 48 .4-48 Pk
Philadelphia
36 .47- :AU'18W
New York
West
56 34 422 Los Angeles
49 39 .557 6
Cincinnati
50 40 .556 6
Francisco
San
2
/
49 44 .527 111
Houston
41 50 .451 15/
2
1
Atlanta
24
.352
57
31
San Diego
Thursday's Games
By The Associated Press
Houston 7, Philadelphia 6
Pittsburgh 4, San Diego 0
GOLF
Los Angeles A, St Louis 0
TROON, Scotland - Tom
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Weiskopf shot a five-under-par
New York (Seaver 9-4 and
67 for a 36-hole total of 135 and Sactecki
0-0) at Cincinnati (Bil.
a three-stroke lead after the lingham 12-5 and McGlothlin 3second round of the British 2), 2, hvi fighter
Montreal (Stoneman 3-5 and
Open Golf Championship.
Atlanta
at
6-3)
McAnatly
FLANDERS, NI - Philip (Niekro 9-4 and Morton 76), 2,
nighter
Reichel, 23, of the University of twiHouston
(Wilson 6-9) at PhilaMinnesota, shot a one-over-par delphia (Twitchell 6-3), N
(Wise 104) at San
Louis
St.
72 and took the second-day lead
(Greif .542). M.
in the 48th U.S. Public Links Diego
Chicago (Jenkins 94) at L
Golf Championship.
Angeles (John 84), N
Pittsburgh (Ellis 7-81 at San
ROBINSON, Ill. - Rookie Francisco
(Bradley 8-71, N
Torn Kite, Labron Harris and
Saturday's Games
at San Francisco
Pittsburgh
shot
Graham
Australian David
New York at Cincinnati. .61__
Eve-under-par 66s to share the
Montreal at Atlanta; N
Houston at Philadelphia, N
first-round lead in the 9175,000
Chicago at Los Angeles, N
Shrirse-Robinson Golf Open.
St Louis at San Diego, N
HUTCHINSON, Kan. - DeSunday's Games
Houston at Philadelphia
fending champion Ben Crenat Atlanta
Montreal
shaw of Austin, Tex., defeated
New York at Cincinnati
1-up
Denver
of
Parker
Howard
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
St. Louis at San Diego
and topped Dan Bahensky of
Chicago at Los Angeles

• ,f8,110

Landry Faced With Problem Of
Choosing Morton Or Staubach

Plane That Carried
Clemente Was Unsafe

By HUBERT J. ERB
Associated Press Writer
MUNICH, West Germany
(AP) - Is the United States'
track and field team slipping?
Or is it just the sight of Munich's Olympic Stadium that
doesn't bring out the best in the
squad?
Those questions were begging
for answers today as the touring American team headed for
The
(AP)
IIL
ROBINSON,
National Collegiate Athletic Turin, Italy and a dual meet
rabbits of the PGA tournament Asociation co-champion last against the Italians July 17-18.
They were prompted after
tour-those pro golfers who are year while attending the Unitrying to make their first mark versity of Texas, and Mike Hig- the Americans had been beaten
in the highly competitive field- gins, 32, former Texas A&M by West Germany 186-172 in a
dual meet that ended Thursday
are starting to nibble in the let- golfer now at San Antonio.
at the Olympic Stadium-the
tuce patch of the $125,000
Kitt enters today's second scene of the 1972 Olympics,
Shrine-Robinson Golf Open.
round with a five-under-par 66 where the US. track and field
The tournament is an all-out and a share of the lead -with
team had made its worst showcommunity effort because it's Labron Harris, who won the
ing in the history of the Games.
.t bucking the drain of top-notch Robinson in 1971, and Austral"The Americans are no long. players who are competing in ian David Graham, who
er dominant over the comthe British Open. It's also a skipped the British Open bepetition in the world as they
heyday for the "nobodies" on cause his wife is in Hollywood,
once were," said a high-rankthe circuit. They're wrecking
the arrival of ing German newspaper official,
par over the 6,556-yard, par-71 Fla., awaiting
"even though they again are
child.
first
their
Crawford County Country Club
just good enough to win clearly
4COVrie.
Higgins entered the picture
over the German men."
putts
26
67-and
In fact, there's much fun go- with a
▪
Although the American men
The chase was so hot that a had beaten their German rivals
ing on in the compact playpen
that of a field of 144 starters, 77 dozen players were grouped it for the eighth time in efed
fired par or better in Thurs- 68, including defending chain- meetings, 122-101, the 21-point
day's first round and 30 were pion Grier Jones, Charles
under 70.
Coody and George Archer.
Catching the scent of the $25,- Among the 14 bracketed at 69
000 first prize and qualifying were such veterans as Frank
- exemptions were Tom Kite, a Beard and Curtis Sifford.
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Top Area Golfers Will
— Be At I aks Invitational
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Fair skies and warm temperatures will serve as a
welcome this weekend to 168 of
the area's top golfers plus nine
junior golfers at the Oaks Invitational in Murray.
The tournament at the Oaks
Country Club will feature some
top names in western Kentucky
and other areas.
The 36 hole tournament will
begin at 8 a.m. Saturday
morning with the final 18 holes
set for Sunday.
There will be over $2,000 In
prizes awarded to eight winners
In each of the six flights.
The tournament will be
highlighted tomorrow night in
the Murray State Student Union
Ballroom with a dance for the
golfers and their families.
Wally Young, a member of
the Murray State University
golf team, will defend his
championship.
Young shot rounds of 70-74
last year for an even par 144 to
take the tournament by one
stroke over Scott Nall Jr. who
fired a one over par 145.

Hunt, Rex Kluesner and Brooks
Watson.
1:20—John Childress, Bob
Giles, Cloys Henderson and Paul
Henderson
Buddy
tylman,
1:10—Joe
Hewitt, Scott Nall Jr and Tommy
Whittemore

)(lumber Ten Tee
B.
8 a m —Rob Miller, R
Morgan, Mikle Morton, Gene
Housden
8:10—Monk Stallions, Junior
Compton, Ted Lawson, Billy
Crouse,
8:20—Holmes Ellis, Dick Orr,
Yancey
Gaultney,
Wayne
Watkins,
Dwain
Parks,
l
8:30—Rudel
McIntosh, Donnie Crewes, Walton
Powell.

De priest, Tomesen
d -Macon
8. rO
cona4
B lak
Tommy McKnelly
8.50—Wally
Ford,
Clyde
Roberts, 0 H Hutson, Ronnie
Hutson
9 a m --Jerry Hopkins, Stan
Kay. Lee
Hooks,
Clayton
Hargrove,
9. 10—Bill
Tanner,
Gayle
McGregor, Joe Duke, David
Duke
9:20—Bob Hall, Charles B.
A4cCuiston, Mike Morgan, Doug
Willoughby
9:30—Jimmy Lamb, Purdom
Lovett, Mitchell Story, James
Stagg
9:40—pick Stacy, Freddie
Cfoninly
SaricliitOtlabbie .
—
Bryant
10 a m —Dick Harvey, Chris

Twins Romp To Win
In Little League

hor, Cliff
arakter
HIP
P

Cowin, J.

P

12. 10 p m —Joe Warren, Edo
Flatt
Jones. Wilburn Sins, Burl
Don
Cothran,
12:20—Roy
Cothran, Carl Ford, Mickey
Boggess
12.30—John D. Loviris, Ted./
Kensey. Carl Hamm, Jerry
Austin
12 40—James C. White, Chad
i art, Ralph AAcCuistan, L. D.
w
iler
mte
S
100--David Palmer, Kenneth
Palmer, Cary Miller, Keith
Hayes
1:10—Marvin Katring, Jim
Heft, Jahn Walker, Don FrIzzen.
1:20—J. M. Stewart, Durward
iOn, Jahn W. Konen, Steve
keiten

1 30—Joe

Emerson,

Kin

C lebs, Tom Poor, Johnny
Campbell
1 40 John White, Jim Neal,
Karl Converse, Jimmy Burkley
Junior Division
7 30 a m
Gary Sullivan,
Anthony Fike and Lee Stewart
7 35 -Kevin D'Angelo, Tim
Philpot and Howard Boone.
7 40—Lynn Sullivan, Greg Story
and Jim Thompson

Two Games Are
Played In The
Vionien't League
East End added a win to their
Women's Softball League
record by defeating Brady
Bunch 18-8.
Brady Bunch led in the game
5-3 after four innings until East
End's hitting came back strong.
East End then scored six more
runs in the fifth and five in the
sixth to insure a win.
Perlie Mae Kindell carried
the big stick for East End with
five hits after five times at bat.
Emerson and Crutcher each
had two hits for the losers.
In the second game, Kelley's
downed Hutson 6-3.
Hutson grabbed the lead at 20 after two innings. Kelley's
then scored three runs in the
third and slipped by with a total
of six runs.
Kelley's big hitter was Doris
Green with four hits. Imes and
Thompson each had two hits for
the losers.

Jim Wynn Paces Astrosi
To Win Over Phillies
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Spores
Writer
The Toy Cannon, little more
than a pop-gun for most of the
season, showed some of his old
firepower Thursday night.
Jlnuny Wynn hit two homers,
including a tie-breaking blast in
the ninth inning, to lift the
Houston Astros to a 74 victory
over the Philadelphia Phils.
"The way I've been struggling, it is nice to know I contributed something," said the
31-year-old outfielder, a veteran
of 11 seasons with the Houston
Astros.
Wynn, nicknamed the Toy
Cannon because he is exceptionally strong for a man
who stands 5-feet-10 and weighs
just 160 pounds, homered in the
first, then broke a 6-6 tie with
his 16th homer of the season

with one out in the ninth off
Barry Lersch,
In the only other National
League games, the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the San Diego
Padres 4-0 and the Los Angeles
Dodgers defeated the St. LAMAS
Cardinals, also by a 4-0 score.
Wynn's second homer climaxed a seesaw affair which
saw both teams stage eighth-inning rallies.
With Philadelphia ahead 4-2,
Houston scored four times in
the top of the eighth. Lee May
had a two-run double and Skip
Jutze a tie-breaking two-run
single in the rally. Wynn had
an infield single in the inning.
The Phils came back for a
pair of runs in the bottom of
the eighth, a bases-loaded
single by Bill Robinson tying
the score.
But Wynn untied it with his
blast over the left field fence in
the ninth.
Pirates 4, Padres
Luke Walker, a spot starter,
hurled his first shutout of the
season, stopping the Padres on
five hits in Pittsburgh's 4-0 victory. He struck out five and did
not walk a batter.
The Pirates' Wilke Stargell
crashed a three-run homer in
the fourth inning, raising his
season total to a major-league
leading 26. Bobby Bonds of San
Francisco and Darrell Evans of
Atlanta each have 25.

sersmith, acquired from California in a major off-season
trade, pitched a seven-hitter in
Loa Angeles' 4-0 triumph over
St. Louis, striking out seven
and not allowing any walks.
It was Messersmith's second
National League shutout, after
11 in the American League, and
raised his season record to 84.
Bill Buckner hit his fourth
homer of the season and drove
in two more runs with a basesloaded single in the eighth. The
Dodgers' other run came in the
first, when Manny Mote tripled
and scored on the first of Willie
Davis' four singles.
Ted Simmons and Jose Crez
led off the fifth inning with siegles in St. Louis' best scoring
opportunity of the night. But
Bernie Carbo flied out, Mike
Tyson popped out and losing
pitcher Moir Folkers, 0-2,
struck out.
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Gene 0. Miller
Agentofthe Month
We salute Gene for his outstanding service during the
month of June. Life and Casualty is proud to have him as
an agent in the Paducah District. We think you would be.
too.
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budgets are gone. We
thought you'd like it
that way.

Call 49245%
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LIFE& CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY OFTENNESSEE

Juriior golf was held at the'
_Murray-Calloway Country Club
yesterday.
Two to four prizes were
awarded in ,each division,
depending on how many players
played in that group.
In the boy's division, from 14
to 17 years of age, Gary Sullivan
fired a 39 to win in a playoff over
David Frank who also shot a 39.
Lee Stewart was third with a
41 while Tim Philpot shot a 43
and Jody McCoart a 52.
In the boy's 12 and 13 year old
division, Lynn Sullivan fired a
43 to win a playoff over Howard
Boone who also had Er'43.
Nick Hibbard shot a 48 while
Mike Hibbard had a 50 for the
nine holes.
Brent Hood shot a 33 on six
holes to capture the-boys 10 and
11 year old division. Other scores in the group
•

were George Bell, 37; Trent
Jones, 44 and Chris Hutson, 51.
Randy Mayfield easily
captured the boy's nine and
under division by circling a 20
for three holes.
The runnerup was Robert
Stout with a 26 while Craig
Crawford had a28, Todd Contrl
a 33 and Harry Weatherly a 36.
Laurie Crass won the 12 and
13 year old girls's group with a
56 for nine holes. Lori Rushing
had a 62 and Renee Grogan srot
an 82.
In the girl's 10 and 11 year old
group, Catherine Dick captured
the title with a 46.
Other scores included Becky
Shuffett, 59; Karen Brandon,
61; Gaye Orr, 61; Susan Crass,
62; Claiiika Billing ton, 64;tail)" 1
- Dick, 84; Robyn Flay.,2-65,
Elizabeth Stout, 65 and
Christine Spann, 73.
_

From Nissan with Pride

VW. 4
12110 Sport CiKwc

12181s.:J:in

61112-Dc.. Hardtop

610 4-Dr Sedan

610 S-Dr Wagon

Pi, kiir

Government report
proves Datsun Saves!
The government's Environmental Protection Agency
has run fuel economy tests on all cars sold in the U S.
The Datsun 1200 came opt on top, delivering better
gas mileage than any other cZir sold in Americal
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Part Of Spanish
Treasure Located
N.s.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. ( AP)
Part of a Spanish treasure
I by undersea adventurers
for three and a half centuries
has been locked away in the
drunk tank otvqi old North
Florida county jail: The State of Florida Wednesday took custody of what treasure hunters say is a portion of
a $600 million fortune which
has been hidden in the wreckage of the Spanish galleons
Nuestra Senora de Atocha and
La Margarita since 1622.
Under the watchful eye of
armed guards, the haul was
flown from Key West to the
state archives, housed in an old
Leon County jail. It was assigned space in an abandoned,
sub-basement drunk tank.
Treasure Salvors Inc., a firm
of treasure hunters that located
the fortune, estimated the value
of the gold and silver artifacts
at $750,000. But Archives Director Robert Williams declined to
talk of monetary value.
"It's irreplaceable," Williams
said after personally escorting
the 500 pounds of treasure to
Tallahassee in a state airplane.
"People have been looking for
this treasure for 351 years. L.
value far exceeds what you
could sell it for."

Seven armed.Florida Marine
Patrol officersigood guard over
the treasure at Key West as it
was loaded &lard the plane in
four beer coolers filled with sea
water to prevent the long-submergeli items of treasure from
deteriorating.
Williams and his staff will
sort through the treasure before trandarring it to a vault in
an undisclosed Tallahassee
bank.
Among the trove were 1,172
Spanish pieces of eight, three
62-pound silver bars, assorted
silver spoons and plates and
Rosary beads of golden coral.
There was also an astrolabe, an
instrument for observing celestial bodies. The navigation instruments were used by 15th
century mariners.
By law, the state is entitled
to keep 25 per cent of the treasure, which was discovered under 20 feet of sand 30 miles off
Key West last week. Williams
said the treasure hunters will
get their share after the state
assesses the historical value of
.the find.
The two galleons went down
as they headed for Spain with
treasures plundered in the New
conSpanish
World
by
quistadores.

DRUG
WALLIS
PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
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A Christian View Of Sex
Because of the prevalence of
sensuality and immorality and
the widespread divorce evil, it
is appropriate that we should
have a lesson dealing with the
Christian view of sex, and the
necessity of clean thinking and
right living. Since our bodies
are God-given, we do not have
any right to misuse or abuse
them by sinful living.
Exodus 20:11
When God established the
institution of marriage, He
intended that there should be
one man for one woman, and
that this relationship should be
permanent. Any violation of the
divine plan for the marriage of
one man and one woman is
contrary to the Word of God.
Unless marriage is held sacred
the home will be destroyed.
With God the home is a sacred
institution. To trifle with the
sanctity of the home is to
disregard the expressed will of
God. Faithfulness to each other,
on the part of both husband and
wife, is one of the foundation
stones of a true home.
This commandment, "Thou
shalt not commit adultery,"
strikes at an evil which is
growing with frightful rapidity
In these days. Adultery is the

That's The Way Our Machines Treat and Wash Your Carl

No need to drive it looking dirty — We'll Wash It, Gently,
Quickly, Cleanly! Your car will Look Better, Feel Better,
Drive Better!
We Accept:
Chevron
Exxon
Mobile
Bank Americard
Master Charge
American Express
Credit Cards

breaking of a union established
by God. Much is said in the Old
Testament about adultery, and
the seriousness of this sin is
seen when it is noted that death
by stoning was the penalty for it
(Deuteronomy 22:22). The
prohibition of adultery still
stands. Whoever violates God's
law in this regard is certain to
reap distress and misery,
sooner or later.
Whatever varying standards
men or the state may establish,
monogamy has been fixed as
the marriage law for the
Christian, and the union once
made is inviolable until "death
do us part."
Matthew 5:27-28
Marriage is God's plan for the
union of one man and one
woman whereby the two
become one in the sight of God.
This tie is not to be dissolved at
will, or on some purely legal
ground. The only scriptural
justification for divorce is that
act of unfaithfulness which is
such a breach of the holy union
as virtually to destroy it.
According to the words of our
Lord, adulterous thoughts and
desires are sinful. God will not
overlook them or excuse them.
Christ taught that adultery is a
thing of the heart, and the
lustful look is simply a
revelation pf its presence there.
Sin originates with a thought
and is culminated by a deed.
Therefore, in order to avert a
sinful deed, one must be careful
not to think evil or desire to do
wrong. Evil thoughts, impure
motives, unholy desires, and
wicked ambitions hidden in the
heart will ultimately result in
overt acts of ungodliness, unless
that heart is regenerated and
made clean. Let every Christian
put aside all lustful thinking,
sinful desires, and wicked
purposes.
Contrary to the notion of some
that adultery takes place only in
the act itself, Christ emphasised
the fact that this despicable sin
originates in the heart or mind.
When the thought life is not
controlled by the Holy Spirit, it
will be influenced by Satan.
Christ knew, as we do, that
some abstain from the act of
adultery for other reasons than
that of cleanliness of thought
and life. Let us not be guilty of
this sin in thought, desire, or
deed.
Corinthiams 11:1111411.
Paul wamd the Corinthians
about becoming careless and
lapsing into immoralities such

Five young men from
Calloway County have enlisted
In the United States Navy and
are presently attending recruit
schools.
Gunter Burket, son of Marvin
Burket of 809 North 17th Street
and a recent graduate of
Murray High, has enlisted in the
six year advanced electronics
Program.
Seaman recruit Burket is now
undergoing recruit training at
the Naval Training Center in
San Diego, California.
Elmer Lynn Ehterton, son of
Mrs. Gladys Bates of New
Concord, has enlisted in the
Navy's four year occupational
speciality school guarantee
Program.
Ethertan is now undergoing
recruit training at Great Lakes,
Illinois,
Larry Kendall, Barry Darnall
and Bobby Williams all of
Murray have enlisted in the
Navy's 'buddy program."
They are training for the
programmed school input
Program.
All of the recruits are
guaranteed a school within a
year from their time of
enlistment.
All three are stationed at the
Great Lakes Naval Base in
Minois.

the
characterized
as
surrounding populace. He
admonished them to stern
discipline and clean living.
Paul denounced the contention of those church members who believed that, since
Christ had made them free,
they were at liberty to do
anything they pleased, even the
continuation of the practice of
immorality • without blame.
While he readily admitted that
they had a marvelous liberty in
Christ, he denied that they were
free to do wrong. He stressed
the importance of every
Christian making a distinction
between liberty and license. No
saved person had permission to
Indulge in sin. Paul said, "All
things are lawful unto me, but
all things are not expedient."
meant
By "expedient" he
profitable or helpful to self or to
others. Nothing is expedient
that will bring a Christian into
disrepute.
The human body belongs to
Christ and He has a just claim
upon it, and rightfully expects it
to be devoted to Him and His
service. It is possible for one to
think that he is his own, to
desire to be his own master,and
to act as if he were" by attempting to follow his own
desires and to go in his own
ways. But, it should be evident
to all that since no one has
created, sustained, or saved
himself, he cannot be his own.
Inasmuch as "ye are not your
own," you do not have any right
to follow your own depraved
affections or wayward will to
the injury of self in the service
of Satan.
Ownership confers the right
to control. Since the Lord owns
Christians, He has a right to
control and use them. Indwell
by the Holy Spirit, the Christian
is not fres teahouse,misuse his
body, but Is ielponaible for
glorifying God. You can glorify
God in and through your body
by thinking of Him, by turning
your thoughts into aspirations,
and by transforming your
aspirations into actions.

Charles Bauman,formerly of
George Croft of Hickman has
enlisted in the Navy's two year Louisville, has enlisted in the
reserve program and is in four year school guarantee plan
recruit training at the Great and is stationed at the Great
Lakes Naval Base in Illinois
Lakes Naval Base.

Federal Savings IL Loan
Murray Branch
gAilug Phone 753-7921
Main at 711i St rE

REMAINING STOCK OF

Baseball &
Softball

GLOVES-Retail
1/ Off
-

FREE PUPPIES
Six puppies, six weeks old,
are free to persons for pets. For
information call 7534996.

•
•

"Fpr your Athletic Needs"

6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
4o- .Parkw-McKenney Athletic Supply
*
•
1203 Chestnut St:— Phone 753-8844

KITTENS AND DOG
Two kittens and one dog are
free to Persons for pets. Call 753I 9689 for information.

$41.11•41148••••••••••••000411450114,0111.04

What k it?lap_Quailty_Automobile insurance with LOW_Quarterly Premiums.
Responsible and Careful Drivers can now actually realize a Savings in Automobile Insurance with Gold Key.-For those who can
qualifyolot onk-wiltiou -receive usubstantial discount upon-acquiring this vai#f covettepot baring a clean driiikv..
record for the prior three year period but, in addition, additional premium discounts for. additional years of clean driving.
—Low Quarterly payments
— 5 year guaranteed renewal agreement
—Towing 8( labor coverage included with comprehensive
—$1000 death benefit for named insured and resident relatives under 21 who do not own a ('am.
—Pays legal expenses up to $50 in the event of a named lasared's arrest as a result of a covered accident
under liability section.
—Pays cost of transportation from place of disablement (tiii*r part II) up to $10 per eeelgreeee.
—Comprehensive coverage includes burning of wiring.
—No premium adjustments on changes made between premium due dates.

ear family, no youthful drivers under 25, car used to drive to work, less than 10 miles one
way, and for
$50,000 each person
$100,000 each occurrence

$3,000 each person-Medical expense
$1,000 accidental death benefit

^

-^

$10,000 each person
$20,000 each occurrence
With Gold Key Auto Insurance, you not only receive the broadest in auto insurance coverage at a very low
costbot you also receive the services of the largest staffed agency In Murray and Calloway County. YOU do not
sacrifice Service for cost. You deal with a local agent, not a company or company employee.
If you want to know if you can qualify and how much you can save, call one of the following agents:
Bob Billington or Dan Shipley at

-
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12:00 MID Movie: Channel 3
"Montana Belle." Jane
Russell, Scott Brady. Belle
Starr, notorious frontier
outlaw, joins forces with the
more notorious Dalton Gang.

Hoary Hull, Warner Oland.
Doctor, bitten by a werewolf
while on trip in Tibet, returns
to London; discovers he is
werewolf. Followed by: "She
I nndnn " June
WOlf. of
Lockhart. Don Porter. When
hideous murders occur, girl
fears she is victim of
"Allenby Curse," making
her a wolf-killer.
10:30 p.m. Late Movie: Channel
12 (11:30 on channel Si
"Signpost to Murder
starring Joanne Woodward,
Stuart Whitman and Edward
Mulhere. Drama about a
woman threatened by an
escapee from a hospital for
the criminally insane

Friday, July 0

personality who discovers
talking bear and puts him on
his show; "Topper Returns,"
stars Roddy McDowell as
Topper's nephew, who gets
invrlveri with his uncle's
spirit friends, the Kerbys
(John Fink and Stefanie
Powers); Todd Sussman, Jill
Clayburgh and Norman Fell
star in "Going Places," the
story of a young writer who
comes to New York thinking
a publisher plans to publish
his novel. Ruth Buzzi hosts.
8:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 29,
"Corruption." Peter
Cushing, Sue Lloyd. Noted
plastic surgeon, feeling
guilty when his fiancee, a
photographer's model, is
scarred in an accident,
dedicate himself to find a
cure other than num
operations.
18:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
"Werewolf of London."

hijacking.

HOLLYWOOD IUPI —
Australia has INted its ban
against "Skyjacked" because of
an abatement in airplane

8 mm film produced by a
student at the Brown School in
Louisville.
In other KET program offerings this week:
—JUST JAZZ, at 7:30 p.m.
EDT,Monday, July 16,features
Dexter Gordon, one of the top
saxophone stylists of the day.
—SPECIAL OF THE WEEK,
at B p.m. EDT, Monday, July 16,
Chuck Mangione conducts the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, leads his own quartet,
and performs on flugelhorn,
piano, and electric organ.
—THE NATURALISTS, at
7:30 p.m. EDT, Wednesday,
July A, examines the life of
'Thepdore Roosevelt, not as a
prodded, but as a staunch
conervationeL
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ENTER OFTEN

1st Prize-"Snoopy"
2nd Prize-Instant Pool
3rd Prize-Giant Glider
4th Prize-Ring Toss Set

Snoopy Come Home Contest
raw and Color Snoopy!!
Kids
Bring
our Drawing to the
Kid
Show each week.
inners will be announced
Sunday, July 22.

cycle he set to music. Then,
LEXINGTON, Ky.—It looks
Linda Larimore describes a
like an art gallery, but it's not.
workshop held in Lexington
For that matter, those items on
with the Cincinnati Ballet
easels aren't really paintings,
Company.
either. And the distinguished
Part I concludes with
gentleman moving from easel
Malcolm Glass and Ms. M. Joe
to easel isn't a gallery director,
Eaton, touring poets in Kenthough he could be.
tucky schools, presenting a
The gentleman is James
group of youngsters reading
Edgy, Kentucky arts comexamples of the types of poems
missioner, who hosts "Our
produced in the classroom
Kentucky Arts," a two part
through their program.
series scheduled for Kentucky
Educational Television I KET)
Par II of "Our Kentucky
at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, July 17,
opens with a look at the
Arts,"
and 24. On the easels are cards
arts. Erwin Pickett gives
visual
the
of
work
the
outlining
studio examples and exKentucky Arts Commission.
planations of ceramics, pain"The series explains the
tings, water colors and antique
general structure of the Arts
bedspreads. To illustrate the
Commission in respect to the
touring program of the Arts
ways its members break down
Commission, the Louisville
their programs," explains
Actor's Theatre performs a
series producer-director Allan
reading, "Lincoln Portrait,"
Singer. "Our Kentucky Arts,"
from the play "An Evening of
presents an example of each
Carl Sandburg."
area the Arts Commission
The program also includes an
supports.
In Part I, Jay Deppenbrock
shows how to transform an old
grocery store into a theatre, a
project he recently completed
at Asbury College in Wilmore.
Deppenbrock is followed by
state resident musician Phil
Rhodes, who performs a poem

Friday Highlights

ihiday, July 29
0:00 a:81. Movie: Channel 8.
"With a Song In My Heart."
Susan Hayward, David
Wayne. Musical biography of
Jane Frornan
Channel 4.
4:08 p.m.
"The Three Outlaws."
Neville Brand, Bruce Bennett. Three outlaws flee
across the border and deposit
their loot in a bank;.banciitos
later rob the bank.
4:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 5.
"Wild Westerners." James
Philbrook, Nancy Kovack.
U.S. Marshall and his bride,
attempting to transport gold
to the east to aid the Union
cause, encounter many
hardships; first with Indians,
later with gold-hungry
outlaws.
8:00 p.m. Movie; Channels 4, 6.
"World Premiere: Triple
Play 73." In "The Bear and
I," Soupy Sales stars as a TV

FRIDAY—JULY 13, 1973

Art Commission Subject Of KET Television Series
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relinquish her
KERRY ANNE WELLS,Miss Universe 1972, will
Beauty
Universe
"Miss
the
on
er,
titlehold
crown to the new
be broadPageant," a special two-hour taped presentation to
July 21, (9:00
cast from Athens. Greece, via satellite, Saturday,
.
Network
n
Televisio
CBS
the
on
p.m.-11:00 ('DT,
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Jean Gaoin,
Retired king of the French
counterfeiting world engages
in a venture to nab considerable sums of "money"
from a highly skilled
engraver, whose wife is
being wooed by one of the
counterfeiters.
4:66 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5
"Queen of Pirates" —
Gianna Maria Canale,
Massimo Serato. Beautiful
girl, capable of fighting a
duel with any man alive,
mistakenly believes she is
the daughter of a smuggler
chieftain. Discovering she is
rightful heir to a wicked
Duke's castle and dukedom,
she vows to fight the many
wrongs committed by her
father.
7:36 p.m. — Movie: Channel
"Night of the Grizzly" —
Clint Walker, Martha Wee.
An ex-lawman in Wyoming in
1880 tries his hand at ranto make a better life for
family and finds his
greatest enemy to be a huge
grizzly bear.
11:1111 p.m. — Movie: Channels 4,
6. "A Thousand Clowns,"
starring Jason Robards,
Barbara Harris and Barry
Gordon. A man begins a new
life style by quitting his job,
only to find the Child Welfare
Bureau highly suspicious of
the way he is raising his
nephew.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29
"The Pumpkin Eater" —
Anne Bancroft, Peter Finch,
James Mason. After finding
true happiness with fourth
husband and knowledge of
pregnancy, spouse becomes
aware of husband's infidelity.
10:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3
"Virginia City" — Errol
Flynn, Mariam Hopkins.
Union and Confederate spies
try to outwit each other in
obtaining gold that sympathizers in Virginia City
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Saturday, July 14

Saturday, July It
12:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29
"Beach Casanova" — Curt
Jurgens, Capucine. The
romantic adventures of three
young, bored Sicilians and
the penniless lord of a
Riviera villa.
1:81 p.m. — Movie: Channel 8
"Evil of Frankenstein" —
Cushing, Peter
Peter
Woodthorpe. A creature,
created years ago by
Frankenstein, is restored tIS
life by him and it goes on a
killing spree.
LAM p.m. — Movie: Channel 29
"Outlaws Is Coming" —
Three Stooges. An editor is
sent West with'three
the
from
nuisances
pressroom to see if they can
stop the slaughter of buffalo.
336 p.m. — Movie: Channel 19
-Counterfeiter of Paris" —

Saturday HighlightsMartine Carol.
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A DOUBLE DISNEY CARTOON FUN-FEST-Left,'That Music
Is Outasite," exclaims Scatcat, wild feline musician with an silent bead, as he moves, to the beat, back to back with O'Malley,
the adventurous alley cat with a roving eye in Walt Disney
Productions feature-length cartoon "The Aristocats." Off and
hopping, right, Brer Rabbit sets out on another of his lively adventures In Disney's live action-cartoon classic "Song Of the
South." Both films start Wednesday at the Capri Theatre, and run
through Wednesday, July 24.
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want to send to Confederacy
11:118 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4
"Cog" — Richard Egan,
Constance Dowling.
Mechanical brain gimmicked to sabotage government's secret laboratory
working on first space
by:
Followed
station.
"Portrait Without A Face"
information
No
other
available.
WM p.m. — Movie: Channel 6
"Susan Slade" — Troy
Donahue, Connie Stevens.
Mother of young girl who
becomes pregnant passes off
child as her own.
11:96 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29
"Charlie than In Egypt" —
Warner Oland, Robert
Young. A weird murder
attracts Charlie than and
he's off to find the killer and
prevent another murder.
11:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5
"Beau James" — Bob Hope,
Vera Miles, Paul Douglas.
life and times of New York's
controversial mayor, Gentleman Jimmy Walker.
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"Live and Let Die," is the
eighth in the successful series of
James Bond films based on the
novels of Ian Fleming,
produced by Albert R. Broccoli
and Harry Saltzman.
The film, which shows
through Tuesday at the Capri,
marks the debut of Roger
Moore in the role of Flearning's
indestructible Agent 007, battling against the malevolent and
mysterious black ruler, Dr.
Karumga, played by Yaphet
}Lotto, who plans to dominate
the western world with an
onslaught of Voodoo and hard
drug addiction.
He is assisted in his use of
theoccult by a stunningly beautiful seer named Solitaire,
who is portrayed by newcomer
Jane Seymour.
The selection of British film
and television star Roger Moore
to portray James Bond in the
months of
ended
film
speculation tests and conferences concerning the star of
the latest Ian Fleming screen
thriller. Moore, whose suave
and
style
sophisticated
physically impressive manner
conforms to author Fleming's
concept of 007, made en-

WDXR
Ch. 29
Paducah

Taylor says he bought the
rights to the tape from the
Beatles for "the price of a few
drinks." Now he hopes to get
them to market it and make
him a fortune.
One writer who heard it, William Marshall of the Daily Mirror, said: "The financial potential is tremendous. There's
enough material for two albums.

By ED BLANCHE.
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — "KingSize" Taylor, an old buddy of
the Beatles, has a 11-year-old
tape of the lads from Liverpool
he made when they were a
group of unknowns playing for
peanuts in a Hamburg dive.
Music industry people believe it
could be worth as much as $ID
million.

Beatles To
Be Revived

A major reason for the increase in comedy is that NBC
took a sad look at the ratings
charts and once again found itself bested by CBS. Leading the
way for CBS were such shows

In any case, the number of
situation comedies is increased
to 22 in the fall. All are a half
hour except the hour4ong
"Love American Style."
Police shows in the upcoming
season more or less bold their
own-19 in all—but they still occupy the most time because all
but "Adam-12" run from 60 to
90 minutes.

WS ANGELES(AP) — Television, it is said, goes in cycles
with different kinds of shows
moving in and out of favor.
If that is true, and the short
history of the medium seems to
substantiate it, then we must
be seeing a resurgence of situation comedy.
Quite likely in the future it
will be at the expense of the
police shows that grew like
Topsy in the past decade.
It has been suggested that
the law and order shows were a
subtle reaction to the unrest of
the 1960s and now that the
times are quieter the public is
looking for lighter entertainment.

RP
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Innnvatinn This Fall
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Linde
Adams

see this sign.

You'll nd a
friend where you

When you're
New in town.
You don't know
Who to trust...

l'itil'Il.I\\l,

753-6363
DIAL Courtesy.

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

For Correct

as "All in the Family," 'The
Mary Tyler Moore Show."
"The Bob Newhart Show" and
"Maude."
NBC, on the other hand, was
top-heavy with detective shows,
several of which ran to 90 minutes. Yet its consistent ratings
leader was the half-hour "Sanford and Son."
In the recent past NBC has
DA had much hick with situ/ ation comedy. It would have
been left out of the picture entirely if it had not been for "I
Dream of Jeannie" and "Get
and, currently,
Smart"
"Sanford and Son."
In the fall, NBC is making a
determined effort to get back
into the picture. The network is
adding four new comedies,
"Lotsa Luck," "Diana," "The
Girl With Something Extra"
and "Needles and Pins." That's
in addition to "Sanford" and
"The Brian Keith Show,"*.rhich
was formerly 'It* Little
People."
Friday night, in fact, becomes a virtual belly-laugh battlefield. Both NBC and ABC are
all comedy that night and CBS
breaks the pattern at 9 pin, for
the Friday Night Movies.
On television nothing succeeds like success.
If the swing to more comedy
proves successful, you can be
certain that the cycle will continue to turn in that direction.
And virtually the only place for
movement is in the abundance
of police shows.

"It's one of the most exciting
sounds I've ever heard from
them. Their hard-driving rock
'n' roll from the golden period
of 1962 is all there and more."
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WE'RE BUYING
MORE RECORDS
NEW YORK ( AP) —A 10 per
cent rise in manufacturers'
sales of phonograph records
and prerecorded tapes in 1972
over 1971 has been announced
by the Recording Industry Association of America.
Combined record and tape
sales, at list price value,
amounted to $1.924 billion in
1972, up from $1.744 billion in
1911.
/
Disc sales in 1972 soared to
$1.383 billion, an increase of 11
per cent over the previous year.
Long-playing records increased
11 per cent and singles rose 9
per cent. Total sales of
prerecorded tapes jumped 10
per cent, to $541 million.

tertainment history by starring
in five top-rated international
television series, including
"The Saint."

Bond Film Showing At Capri

Roger Moore stars as the new James Bond in "Live and Let
Die," the Albert R. Broccoli and Harry Saltzman presentation
which is'bowie/ through Tuesday at the Capri Theatre.
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Cycle Returning To
Comedy on Networks
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Thursday, July 19

Caine in *Drabble'
HOLLYWOD
Michael Caine will star in
"Drabbie" for Richard Zan in k
at Universal Nature.

Thursday, July 19
9:00 a.m. Movie: Channel 8.
"The Black Rose." Tyrone
Power, Orson Welles. 13th
Century English Saxon,
searching for trade secrets
along caravan routes in the
Orient, finds romance, too.
4:09 p.m. Movie: Channel 4.
"Our Little Girl." Shirley
Temple, Joel McCrea,
Rosemary Ames. A troubled
"only child" tries to patch up
parental differences by
running away.
4:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 5.
"1001 Arabian Nights."
Backus,
Jim
Voices:
Kathryn Grant. Cartoon
feature-Nearsighted, bumbling Bagdad lamp dealer
Azzia Magoo wants his
carefree nephew, Aladdin, to
wed and seta out to accomplish this.
8:00 p.m. Movie: "Deadfall,"
channels 5, 12, starring
Michael Caine and Giovanna
Ralli. Suspense-thriller about
a complex blend of crime and
rorriance in the life of a
master jewel thief who
dubious
his
earned
reputation by the precise
plannicng of his crimes.
8:011 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
"Poppy." W.C. Fields,
Rochelle Hudson. Fields a
carnival barker with a young
ward, passes her off as an
heiress to email town estate.
18:116 p.m. Movie: Channel n.
"And Baby Makes Three."
Robert Young, Barbara
Hale. Divored woman faints
at her second wedding and
discovers she's pregnant.
10:30 p.m. Late Movie: Channel
12(11:30 on channel 5)"Man
on a String," starring
Christopher George and
William Schallert. An expoliceman working as a
government undercover
agent lands in the middle of
warring mobeters when he
sets out to sabotage a crime
ring from the inside. Joel
Grey also stars.

Thursday
Highlights
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11:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
channel 12111:30 on channel
5) "The Fiend Who Walked
The West," starring Hugh
O'Brian and Robert Evans.
While serving a prison term
for attempted bank robbery,
a rancher meets a fellow
inmate and a psychopath who
taunts him by intimating that
his wife is probably being
unfaithful. When the rancer
throttles him, the inmate
and
revenge
swears
meticulously takes aim at the
rancher's friends and family.

8:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Made In Italy" Anna
Magani, Virna Lisi. Italian
morals and manners, as well
as the countryside, are explored in a series of vignettes
strung together by having
four Italian workmen en
route to Stockholm.
10:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"The Mob" Broderick
Crawford, Betty Buehler A
detective poses as a dock
worker and gunman in an
effort to get in with waterfront racketeers.

is caught up in a bizarre
situation in which a man
believed dead appears to be
alive. Angie Dickinson and
Claude Akins guest-star.
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THURSDAY,JULY 19
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
. 1EIGHBORH000 ,
1.
' 5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTEIL ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6.30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
FRIDAY,JULY 20
4.00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
530 ELECTRIC COMPANY

DESTROYS: Among the
'Living
cl
10:00 INTERNATIONAL
ERFORMANCE: Romeo
d Juliet

9'73 MAN 81111.")5, MAN

WEDNESDAY,JULY 18
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 NEW SHAPES: EDU• po
[
CATION
7:00 BLUE GRASS
RTSMAN
7:30 THE NATURALISTS
18:00 HbSPITAL: Life in a
New York City hospital is
evoked through the cam
bra's unflinching v!ew from
emergency ward to pbychiatric clinic.

7:00 COOKING THE
CHANESE WAY: Poached
Mullet
7:30 KET PRESENTS.
turning Points
8:00 PLAYHOUSE NEW
YORK Biography Abraham
Lincoln
9:30 TBA
0:00 JAZZ
0:30 HOW DO YOUR
HILDREN GROW?

RANY

11:00 SESAME STREET
b:00 MISTER ROGERS
IGHI3OR HOOD
15:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
16:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
16:30 ELECTRIC COM-
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Pans
Tenn

Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

:

Murat KY.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service But Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE iUS ON A
NEW OR USED R

SUSAN HAYWARD,Oscar-winning film tar, portrays a highpowered attorney who tackles a difficult murder case, in "Heat of
Anger" on 'llse CBS Late Movie" Tuesday, July 17 i starting at
11:31 PM,cDT)in color on the CBS Television Network.

ASTRONAUT'S WIFE—Joanna Moore spends time boating in
Florida while her astronaut husband iJames Caen) prepares for
the first manned moonshot, in "Countdown," on "The CBS
Friday Night Movies," Friday, July 13,(1: 10:00 p.m. CST), in
t)
color on the CBS Tricot'''. Network.
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Wednesday, July 18

7:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
-Five Finger Exercise"
Rosalind Russell, Jack
Hawkins. Dramatic expose
of a family and of basic
human behavior
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
channels 4,6 "The Norliss
Roy
Tapes," starring
Thinnes as a writer who
investigates natural and
supernatural phenomena and

9:00 am.—Movie: channel 8
"Dream Boat" Clifton Webb,
Anne
Ginger' Rogers,
Francis. Silent screen
matinee idol, l)ecpmes a
"Drearnboat" to the younger
generation when his old films
are revived on TV.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 4
"Texas Lady" Claudette
Colbert,. Barry Sullivan.
Woman, gambling and
winning $50,000 pays back
her father's gambling debts,
takes over newspaper.
i 00 p.m. —Movie • channel 5
"Devil's Messenger" Lon
Chaney, Karat Kadler, John
Crawford. Devil sends
beautiful murder victim as
his emmissary to earth to
bring an envelop containing
human
for
formula
destruction. ,

Wednesday,July 18
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PINEVILLE TRANSLATOR
Ch 12
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Ch 12
OLI A TRANSLATOR
COWAN CRE
Ch 10
ATOR
LOUISA TR

Movie

7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III: Summering
House Plants: Thalassa
shows how to help house
plants survive and thrive in
summers long days of blazing sun.
730 JUST JAZZ: Dexter
Gordon
800 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Chudc Mangione
Concert
930 BOOK BEAT: FOR
Memoirs
I 06 00 WASHINGTON
WPEK IN REVIEW

WIOAA CS 35
MOIR Ch•
MOIR'Ch 21
%EKON Ch 52
*KM CA 22
WKS° CA 71
WICAS Clv 25
PIKGS Ch 53
WCVN Ch 54
PHUT Ch 73

Late

MADPSOSIVILLI
MORENE AO
WURRAYMAYFOELO
°WINTON
PIKEVILLE
SOMERSE T
ASHLAND
DOWLING GREEN
COVINGTON
ELIZASE THTOWN

Creature
F eohor•

Wednesday Highlights

MONDAY'. JUL Y 16,
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NE IGHBQR HOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

SUNDAY,JULY 15
7 00 ZOOM
7. 30•FRENCH,CHEF: To
Roast a Chicken
8:00 EVENING AT POPS
ana V eree
9.00' MASTERPIECE
tHEATRE:Pere Goirot
10:00 FIRING LINE
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13CA /the go ahead people

My line of credit with P.C.A. means
I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my 'annual payment is
set up to fit my income. That means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

The
NEW YORK APi
Walter W. Naumburg Foundation will conduct a competition
in piano during the 1973-79 season.
Pianists throughout the
United States between 17 and 30
years of age will be eligible. The
first prize includes $2,500, expenses for two recitals in Alice
'fully Hall and a guest appearance at the Aspen Music
Festival. The second prize will
be $1,000 and the third, 9500.
A tape recording screening
will be held in January. Then
there will be preliminary auditions, semifinals and finals, the
latter in the form of an evening
recital, open to the public in
Town Hall.

NAL:Mill:11G HOLDING
PIANO COMPETITION

10:30 p.m. — Movie: Chamel 29
"Fuller Brush Girl" —
Lucille Ball, Eddie Albert.
Switchboard operator fired,
becomes a Fuller Brush girl
and gets hilariously involved
with smugglers.
10:41 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3
"Four For Texas" — Frank
Sinatra, Dean Martin, Anita
Ekberg. Two men constantly
feud with one another until
crooked banker comes up
with a dastardly scheme
which forces the men to
unite for the common cause.

18:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 6.
"The Bramble Bush" —
Richard Burton, Barbara
reluctantly
Rush. Doctor
returns to his Cape Cod
hometown at the request of
his incurably ill boyhood
friend who wishes him to
perform a mercy killing and
marry his wife.

starring Janet Leigh, an
outstanding cast of international stars and special
guest star Edward G.
Robinson.

Sunday Highlights

FRIDAY—JULY 13, 1973

on stage for a few dollars a
night

Sunday, July 15
12:36 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5
"Belle of the Nineties" —
Mae West, Roger Pryor. A
prizefighter and a nightclub
entertainer find romance and
endless troubles in the Gay
Nineties.
12:311 p.m. — Movie: Channel 12
&
"Hercules, Samson
Ulysses" — Kirk Morris,
The
Lloyd.
Richard
phenomenal feats of strength
and heroiwn are performed
legendary
three
by
characters who join forces
protecting Greece from the
Philestines.
1:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4
"Call Me Madam" — Ethel
Mermen, Donald O'Connor.
uninhibited
Robust
Washington hostess finds
love is more effective than
dollars in cementing international relations.
1:09 p.m. — Movie: Channel 8
"PT. 109" — Cliff Robertson, Ty Hardin, James
Gregory, Robert Culp, W.W.
II — Exploits of U. John F.
Kennedy and his PT crew
when stranded on a Pacific
Island,
7:11 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29
"Cat Ballou" — Jane Fonda,
Lee Marvin. Young school
teacher teams up with a
cattle rustler and his
drunken uncle, posing as a
preacher and after his
father's death they stage a
train robbery.
p.m. — Mystery Movie:
I 7.30
Channels 4, 6. "Requiem for
a Falling Star," starring
Peter Falk as U. Cohunbo,
Anne Baxter and Mel Ferrer
guest-star as a fading actress
and a Hollywood gossip
columnist whose hatred of
each other culminates in
murder,
1 810 p.m. — Movie: Channels, 3,
8. "Grand Slam" — The
suspenseful story of a
$10,000,000 jewel robbery
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"It may be avuncular or family love," he said. "I'd even be
happy to see someone write a
story about a little old lady who
loves her cat. We could do comedy—black comedy, not the
farce of 'Love American Style.'
We could do a melodrama or
suspense. The fact is, I can't
think of any show I've done in
the past that hasn't been a love
story."

The subject matter of the stories will vary from the boymeets-girl format.

son. Schafer admits it's a
gamble.
He sees the stories as little
slices of life that don't necessarily have a beginning, a
middle or an end. The kind of
thing that used to be done back
in the 1950s.
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An anthology of dramatic
love stories is new territory for
television. In fact, is may be
the one innovation of the sea-

Don't worry about Schaefer.
Few directors and producers
can claim the background he
has in television, movies and
theater. For 10 years, he supervised the prestigious "Hallmark Hall of Fame" specials,
and he has six Emmys to his
credit, including one collected
in May for producing the best
dramatic program of the past
season,"A War of Children."

"I'm realistic enough to know
you have to meet deadlines,"
he said. "You have to make
compromises. I know all 22
shows won't be as ideal as I'd
like. But maybe half will be extraordinary."

Sunday, July 15

"I'm talking to some of the
best writers, and they seem to
like the idea of coming back
and doing what is essentially a
short story."
But as a neophyte series producer, Schaefer does have his
reservations

LOS ANGELES(AP)— After
25 years in the business,
George Schaefer finally is getting around to producing his
first television series.
He Will be executive producer
of "Love Story," an NBC
Wednesday night entry in the
fall that takes the title and musical theme from the hit movie.
"I'm not really thinking of it
as a aeries," said Schaefer, an
outgoing, round-faced man with
thinning hair and gold-rimmed
glasses. "I see It as a collection
of 22 separate little features.

'Love Stories' To Be Innovation This Fall
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vate life, she said, her attitude
is quite the reverse.
She maintains a hands-of!
policy toward her grown children and follows her daughter's commands where her
one grandchild is concerned.
"I am wildly opposed to
being an indulgent grandmother," the Oscar winner
prociaitfied. "I wouldn't do
anything in the world regarding my grandson that my
daughter wouldn't allow,
"He visits rue one day #
week, and, when he does, he
has love, fun and discipline.
"My daughter is rearing
him the way that she was
reared. In fact she paid me

Though she's enjoyed a long
and brilliant Hollywood
career, Miss Davis now lives
in New England, the section of
the country which produced
her and from which she draws
her strength and independence.
"I don't intend to movt
back to Hollywood," he said,
-though of course I would if
the show we just did ('Hello
Mother, Goodbye') should become a television series."

one of the finest compliments
I've ever received when she
said she's grateful for the way
she was brought up."
Bette's son Michael also
Leads his own life.
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Daytime Schedule for Monday-Friday

Copley News Service
HOLLYWOOD — With the
force of Queen Elizabeth
trang her guns on the armada, Bette Davis took her
stand,
"I arn an incredible grandmother!" she declared.
She was sitting before a
cherry, fire in her suite at
Hotel gel Air, a coffee service
on one table and a picture of
her young grandson, J. Ashley
Hyman, on another.
She'd just completed a 30minute television pilot for
MGM and NBC, "Hello
Mother, Goodbye," in which
she'd played a clutching, possessive matriarch. But in pri-
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Tonite thru $o;

zOpen 7:30.Start Dusk

The
average American family now
uses the equivalent of two
DOuglas fir trees • year for
pulp and
lumber, plywood
paper products.
A. Zivnuska,
Dr. John
forestry dean at the University
of; California, made the
esiimate. He said the trees
aelaild each be 20 inches in
diameter and 150 feet high.

Sr
BERKELEY (UM—

"Walking Tall" will open
Wednesday at the Cheri Theatre
for its second appearance in
Murray. The show will move to
the Murray Drive-In on July 25.
Joe Don Baker protrays a
man whose real life story is so
extraordinry that it has become
a living legend, as Buford
Pusser.
Pusser is the legend, a man of
incredible determination andcourage, a man who has never
stopped walking tall.
Por six years, he was the
shdriff of McNalry County in
Tennessee. During that time, he
led an intensive campaign to
root out vice, gambling and
corruption against forces of
crime and evil.

'Walking Tall'
Returns To Murray

10:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
21 "Darby's Rangers,"
Starring James Garner and
Etchika Choure.au with Jack
Warden. The action drama
Concerns a group of intrepid
soldiers during World War II.
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Monday, July II
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8
"The Naked Earth" —
Richard Todd, Juliette
Greco. A young, but Unproverished Irishman,
travels to deepest interior of
Africa in 1898 to find his
partner dead and trouble
awaiting him.
4:01 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" —
Abbott & Costello. Bud and
Lou, two American police
officers studying London
police methods, begin a
monster
for
search
terrorizing London.
4:11111 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5
"Missile Base At Taniak" —
!Bill Henry, Susan Morrow.
Canadian Mounties track
down foreign invaders
building secret atomic
missile base.
9:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 3,
B. "Gunn" — Peter Gunn, one
of television's first super-cool
private eyes, copes with lies,
ladies, and larceny in a
feature-length adventure.
Craig Stevens, Edward
Asner, Helen Traubel, and
Laura Devon star.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"Ride Beyond Vengeance"
— Chuck Connors, Michael
Rennie, Joan Blondell.
Returning to his wife after 11
years, a buffalo hunter is
and
attacked, robbed
branded.
10:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel
N. "Barefoot Mailman" —
Robert Cummings, Terry
Moore. Clever con-man helps
pioneer a mail route through
Florida swamps,then fleeces
the people of Miami.

Monday Highlights
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Bette Davis says she's
/
'incredible grandmother
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Democratic Convention. Miss
Clay, of Richmond, Ky., lost to

pat in nomination for President
of the United States in the 1920

Laura Clay, daughter of
Kentucky's great abolitionist
Cassius Marcellus Clay, was
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Thursday Nite--Friaay Nite--Saturday Nite
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
xbi
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

GOOD BAND EVERY

Open 7: pm

(RAYS LOUNGE

8:911 p.m.—Mavie: channel 29
"The Flying Missille" Glen
Ford, Viveca Undors. Impatient to have sub equipped
with missiles, commander
and crew raid ordnance
•
depot.
8:30 p.m.—Movie: channels 5,12

revolutionary.

Teesday,Judy 17

A trilogy of original comedy
dramas will be presented.
"The Nancy Nautili Show"
0:00 a.m.—Moyle: channel
stars Nancy Dussautt as a
"Wait Till The Sun Shines
Broadway musical unNellie" David Wayne, Jean
derstudy who turns up at the
Peters, Saga of 50 years in
theatre with a new husband,
typical American town told
and learns she must go on for
by long-time resident in
the show's ailing star.
flashback form.
Lawrence Pressman also
4
channel
4:00 p.m.—Movie:
stars, and Karen Morrow and
"Tarzan's New York AdJoin Byner are featured.
Johnny
venture"
"Two's Company" stars
Maureen
,
Weissmuller
Diana Sands and John Amos.
O'Sullivan. Kidnappers take
A veteran pro football player
Boy to the United States as a
gets into trouble with his wife
attraction.
circus
when a persistent woman
dame] 5
4:08
telephones him with a series
"My Favorite Spy" Bob
of provocative propositions.
Hope, Hedy Lamarr. Bob
Beah Richards is featured.
plays a dual roll, a European
"The Ted Bessell Show"
spy and a burlesque comic
stars Ted Hassell and Barra
who impersonates the spy to
Grant. The editor of
get secret plans for the
nophisticated magazine has
Unitee States.
problems balancing his
7:00 p.m.—Movie: channels 4.6
marrige to a
happy
"The Best Man," starring
home, loving wife and the
Henry Fonda, Cliff Roberttemptations of beautiful
son, Eche Adams, and
women at his office.
top
Margaret Leighton. Two
18:1141 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
contenders for their party's
"Family Secret" John
presidential nomination use
Derek, Lee J. Cobb, Jody
whatever means they can to
Lawrence. Father defends a
gain the ex-President's enman arrested for crime his
dorsement and the conson committed accidentally.
vention's vItin.
111:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
7:30 p.m.--b1: channels, 3,8
channel 12 (11:30 on channel
"Hardcase1" original 905) "Heat of Anger," comade
drama
minute
starring Susan Hayward and
especially kir ABC starring
James Stacy. A highClint Walker, Stefanie
powered lady attorney and
Powers, Pedro Armendariz,
-auusred young lawyer
self
Jr., and Alex Karnes. A
team up in the defense of a
soldier of fortune at the turn
wealthy contractor accused
of the century is determined •
murder. Lee J. Cobb guest
of
to regain what is his after he
and Fritz Weaver
stars,
returns to Texas to find his ,
in a special guest
'appears
ranch sold and his wife run •
star role.
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novel "The Cowboy
Cossack."

HOLLYWOOD 1UP11—
Warner Bros. bought film
rights to Clair H fa er s new

Hopper and Hathaway collided
on the interpretation of a scene
and legend has it that the
director spent 87 takes bringing
Hopper around. Word of the
encounter got around and
Hopper found himself unemployable.
Paradoxically, director
Hathaway restored Hopper to
grace. He gave him a supporting role in "The Sons of
Katie Elder," made in 1984.
They.worked well enough
together to be reunited later on
"True Grit."
After "Katie Elder," Hopper's career began to move
again. He worked mostly in lowbudget Mins such as "Night
Tide" and "The Trip," costarring in the latter opposite
his friend Peter Fonda. These
films paved the way for "Easy
Rider," Hopper's widely acclaimed first effort as a
director.
Following "Easy Rider,"
Hopper was given complete
freedom by Universal Pictures
to make a film. Based upon an
Idea he had had for a number
of years. Hopper wrote,
produced, directed, starred in
and edited "The Last Movie."
"Kid Blue" is his first venture
since then.

WSM
Ch. 4 ,

30 "14ordcose"•
4

The parabola of Dennis
Hopper's life bears a startling
likeness to that of Bickford
Waner, the lonesome outlaw he
plays in "Kid Blue," now
playing at the Central Cinema I
Theatre.
Like the Kid, Hopper has tried
to find acceptance on his own
terms, only to find that society
has Little use for the iconoclastic
personality.
In not quite twenty years in
the movies, the quixotic Hopper
has seen his career rise and fall
with terrifying regularity.
Signed by Warner Brothers to
a term contract at age nineteen,
he immediately won a good
supporting role in "Rebel
Without a Cause." The film
starred James Dean, then the
.most important new star in
Hollywood, and started a
friendship that was later to be
cemented when both actors
appeared in "Giant."
Dean's untimely death is said
to have so affected Hopper that
he severed his contract with
Warner's and moved to New
York City. He studied at the
Actors Studio and worked
seriously in photography,
painting and sculpture.
Hopper returned to Hollywood in 1957 to a featured role in
"From Hell To Texas." The
film was directed by Henry
Hathaway, a traditionaust witn
little use for "method" acting.

Kid Blue Showing
At Central Cinema
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Dennis Hopper makes his escape in a wild contraption called an
aerocycie after a fiasco of a hold-up in 25th Century-Fox's "Kid
Blue", showing through Wednesday at the Central Cinema 1.
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Now that U.S. war prisoners are streaming back from
North and South Vietnam
captivity, Tom Nellist's job is
about over. And he's overjoyed about it.
"The other day some wise
guy was telling his friends
that I'm the only man in town
who worked like heck to do
himself out of a job," Nellist
reeling with a grin. "Well, it's
true.
"After two years of helping
POW relatives to make contact with their husbands,
soma, brothers, even sweethearts, it's a good feeling to
know that soon I'll have to go
job hunting, for this one's
about over."
A retired Air Force chief
master sergeant who served
in Guam with the Strategic
Air Command, Nelhst has
been working with POW rehirives since 1970. There have
been frustrauons and hang
ups,&appointments and moments of downright despair.
Working through the maze of
Pentagon agencies concerned
with war prisoners is no bed of
roses and trying to do business with the Communists
most of the time is an exercise
in hopelessness.
"Now it's all been worth it,
though," NeLList says, "for we
can look hack and know that
Concern For Prisoners of War
has made its contribution to
the return of the prisoners,
created a nationwide concern
for them, and perhaps at
times helped to bring some
comfort to those waiting for
their men to come home from
the nightmare of Communist
captivity."

Copley News Service .
A guy has to be sort of crazy
to work himself out of a job
deliberately, right? Not always.
Take Thomas H. Nellist, executive director of Concern
For Prisoners of War, Inc., a
national organization which
for some years has been helping the relatives of American
war prisoners in their fight to
bring their loved ones home
from Southeast AS111.

It's great
•this job
is ending
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COMPARE THESE FINE POLYESTER KNITS ANYWHERE AT $4 99 TO $10 99 A YARD
:

FULL BOLTS,60" TO 72- WIDE
MACHINE WASHABLE,TUMBLE DRY
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FROM FAMOUS AMERICAN & EUROPEAN MILLS
THOUSAND OF YARDS TO CHOOSE FROM

Regdirit99 to $4.99 yd. Solid Color

POLYESTER •
DOUBLE KNITS
• Full Bolts, First Quality
• Machine Washable, Tumble dry
• Choose from newest fall colors

• Crepe Stitch Double Knits
• Ponte de Roma Double Knits
• Heavy Twill Double Knits
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GREATEST SELECTION! FINEST QUALITY!
UNBELIEVABLE LOW, LOW PRICES!
NOBODY BUT NOBODY UNDERSELLS REMNANT HOUSE ON FIRST QUALITY FABRICS
A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS
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Mondale Asks Senate To Delay Action on Pipeline

Your Individual
Francs Horoscope

WASHINGTON (AR) — Accusing the oil campmates of
creating an energy xrieb, Sen.
Walter F. Mondale, D-Minn.,
*asked the Senate to delay
action on the Alaskan pipeline
while studying an alternative
route through Canada.
"It is my belief that a pipeline-delivery system through
the Mackenzie Valley of Canada would be the most logical
means of transporting North
Slope oil to American markets," Mondale said Wednesday.
In his Senate speech, Mondale introduced an amendment
calling for the government to
Immediately begin negotiating
with Canada for the pipeline.

Drak•
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Gains indicated in unexpected
areas; also& chance to increase
your prestige with superiors. An
all-around good day!
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) tidiii?
Some situations highly
mystifying. Try to get some
background information that
will help you clarify matters.

erA4

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2ef
Jupiter, auspicious, now
stimulates your incentive and
ambitions. Progress and enduring reward indicated
through properly channeled
efforts.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A day for caution. Before
acting, carefully investigate
propositions, estimates, new
enterprises, generally. Do not
depend on hearsay in anything.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Clever management must be
your keyword in day's battle for
gains. Also, concentration on
what you are doing. Sidestep
office intrigue.
PISCES
)(Cr
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
absolutely
deemed
you
plan
A
"perfect" may be subject to a
rather sudden revision. In
altering, stress independence of
thought, action. Ignore advice
from the tradition-bound.

`crO

=A

GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Not a good day for making
important moves or decisions.
As with Taurus, certain
situations will be so confusing
that you will need time to fully
policewomen
understand them.
PARKING PROBLEM — Japanese
Tokyo.
CANCER
leave note before having car towtd away in
i June 22 to July 23)
Your personal interests
should fare well now, and you
may receive some unexpected
aid from an influential person.
Travel and romance also
YOU BORN TODAY are
favored.
endowed with a warm perLEO
dignity,
great
sonality,
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Six Murray and Calloway ; scholarship in economics.
• graciousness, a sense of humor
A friend whose judgment is and immense practicality. You County residents have received ' Compton is the son of Mr. and
usually quite sound may are more outgoing than many department scholarships to Mrs. John Compton.
unexpectedly advise some other Cancerians and could attend Murray State University
Miss Mason, the daughter of
radical action. Pail listen. Be make a great success on the
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Mason, is a
for the 1973-74 school year.
alert to possible ceasequences. stage—especially in musical
The recipeints are: Carol 1973 graduate of Murray High
comedy. You could also succeed Dawn Bally, Rt. 7; John Mark School. She has been awarded a
t'IRGO
in literature or in the legal field. Compton, 609 Sunny lane; poo music scholarship. Miss
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may have to take some Also, unlike most others born Katharine Eleanor Mason, 1505 111111111.received a scholarship to
unorthodox steps to attain a under your Sign, you tend to be Henry St.; Linda Diane attest litspban Foster Music
cherished goal. Generally you high-strung and tempera- (Phelps) Riley, 702 Fairlane Camp awl won the Women's
veer away from the un- mental. Try to master these Dr.;
Sarah Elizabeth Sams, Club mimic contestMrs. Riley,
conventional but, right now, it traits in order to acquire more
1603 Hamilton; Larry Franklin a graduate of Paducah Tilghcould prove highly interesting— poise and balance. Birthclate of:
Lockhart, 418 South 8th Street. man High School, has been
John Lockhart, Scot. writer.
and challenging.
Miss Bailey, the daughter of awarded a $300 business
•
•
•
LIBRA
yowl PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
Mr. and Mrs, Max Bailey has scholarship. She attended
r Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
FOR )173 PM' • wean& 1410oott
terecast on neonn. weenn. lore ases
received a $150 special romance Paducah Community College
A great day! You can now inarriacte.
send 11100 oko 23 unlit in
and Skvic language scholar- and the University of Tenbe
end
coin
puttees
tor
rterwittte
outdo
and
outsmart
outpoint,
YSoN
ship.
A. 1973 graduate of nessee, Martin.
anyone. Profit by it' Oc- Ole CNN= St
New er, 1:117.
Lockhart, the son of Mr. and
Calloway County High School,
cupational interests especially
ZnraItorgttr;
ZIP, and DATE OF OIRTH (tetvesure
she received the outstanding Mrs. Euel Lockhart, is a 1973
favored.
yew est tha reint serous* ter vow
Spanish award and was selected graduate of Murray High
SCORPIO
zodiac sSWI)
to Who's Who Among American School. Lockhart received a
10ct 24 to Nov. 22) filetiV'
Sak lishe City, Utah. Us High School Student. She plans $150 special department
Curb impulldvemem sod make
—TMlia the '&istai—
d-Wie to enroll at B4SU this fall.
no hasty decisiona Slaw in- -beei
scholarship and a $50 math
Mormon
World,"
the
fluences are favorable, but the • Crammed. of the West" and
Compton, a 1973 graduate of department scholarship. In high
slow-and-steady worker 18111--4. —"Center of Scenic Murray High School, has school Lockhart was Student
accomplish most.
received a $150 special business Council president.
America."

e()

Six Local Students
Given Scholarships

Kautzman Exhibit
Is Now On Display

The measure also would require an 11-month study by the
National Academy of Sciences,
comparing the economic, environmental and national-security
aspects of the alternative
routes.
Mondale said: It is quite
clear that there is a real connection between the nation's
energy problems, the creation
of that problem, and the desire
by the oil industry for lucrative
concessions from Congresis.
"The question before us is
whether we will make a major
decision affecting American
energy needs on the basis of
adequate information, or
whether we will ratify a decision made by a few huge oil
companies, acquiesced to by
American government agencies
and never seriously tested."

An exhibit of artist John
Gordon Kautzman is now on
display at the Capri Theatre in
Murray.
Kautzman, who graduated
last December with a Master's
Degree in education from
Murray State, is reflecting the
Americana era in his exhibit.
His paintings include a white
tail deer at the LBL, a covered
bridge, an old sorghum mill, a
country store, an old grist mill
and a Calloway County tobacco
barn.
He is a member of the art
guilds in Murray, Hopkinsville
and Owensboro.
Kautzman will conduct a pen
and ink art workshop at the
Murray Art Guild, Saturday,
- _
July 28.
The workshop will be held
from 9 a.m. until noon.
Tropical storm Agnes in the
summer of 1972 washed
enough sediment down MeSusquehanna River to create
500 acres of newborn islands
near the upper eeaches of
Chesapeake Ray.
Washington College in
Chestertown, Md., is the only
college in the nation to bear
George Washington's name
with his express consent; he
served on its first board of
Visitors and Governors.

There were dieseling views.
Sen. Rumen B. Long, 1)-La.,
said that, if a pipeline to carry
Alaskan oil passes through an'country, "you can never
be we it will be made available to the United States."
Sea Mike Gravel, 13-Alaska,
agreed. "It la unreasonable to
asiie that Canada will deny
its own people oil for our benefit," he said.
In other related developments
Wednesday:
—The New Ilersey Supreme
Court ruled that major oil companies cannot 'summarily cancel franchise agreements with
service stations unless they can
show that the station owner
"failed to substantially perform
his obligations under the lease
and dealer agreement."
--Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,

1)-Mass., charged at a Senate
--- -antitrust subcommittee
_were •
that major oil • • • •
looking for new home heating
oil accounts while denying inde.747. 7'
pendent retailers adequate fuel'
supplies.
—Rep. Morris K. Udall, DAriz., accused the petroleum industry of failing to commit substantlal resources to research
and development. He was testitying before a Senate Interior
subcommittee.
—The Senate, by 88 to 4 vote,
approved an amendment requiring Senate confirmation of
the director of the energy policy office. The amendment
would permit Colorado Gov
John A. Love, the recently appointed energy coordinator, in
perform his duties pending a
confirmation vote.

This announcement is not an offer to sell or a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made only by the Offering Circular.
June 22, 1973

NEW ISSUE
29,916 SHARES

SILICON CARBIDE CORPORATION OF AMERICA, INC.

•

COMMON STOCK
(without par value)

'PRICE $12.50 PER SHARE
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Silicon Carbide Corporation of America, Inc.
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Murray, Kentucky 42071
Telephone 753-7198
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TO WORK FOR YOU

Crossword Puzzle
1 Walk wearily
8 Collect
11 Part of eye
12 Soup diell
14 Part of to be
15 Makes into
isomer
17 Biblical weed

18 seos.
20. Crown
23 Cravat
24 Short Jacket
26 Gross
28 Paid notice
29 Lassos
31 Clears away
33 Heroic tale
35 Transaction
36 Chastises
39 Pamphlet
42 Spanish article
4,3 Music slow
45 Heavenly body
46 Swiss Over
48 European ermine
50 Period of time
51 Dirk
53 A continent
55 Note of scale
56 Occupant
50 Marine snail
61 Turkic tribesman
62 Surgical thread
DOWN
1 Vegetable
2 Railroad (abb(.)
3 Emmet
4 flesh
5 Sudden fright
6 New

I 'I

N.

Answer to

Greek letter
SkiI1
CHO,
Co5nued
stOry
it Frolic
13 Warns
16 Sardonyx
19 Heavy clnriter
21 Foray
22 Item of property
25 Country of AS14
27 Masts
30 Locations
32 Puff Lip
34 Coin
36 Animal
37 Kits
38 Portico

ri

2
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State Births, Deaths
Decline During 1972
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FRANKFORT, Ky. Approximately 6,000 fewer
Kentuckians were born in 1872
than in 1971, according to a
comparison of provisional vital
statistics reports published by
the State Department of
Health's Division of Research,
Planning and Statistics for
those two years. Deaths
decreased by about 100.
Provisional statistics
generally reflect trends, says
Bill Mackey, division director.
Official, totally accurate vital
statistics aren't permanent
until published in a report that's
usually produced one year or
more after the date it carries.
Weeding out duplicate birth and
and
certificates
death
publication production account
for the time lag.
The provisional report says
50,852 Kentuckians were born in
1971
Kentucky's
1972.
provisional figure was 56,983.
The birth rate declined, then,
from 17.7 in 1971 to 15.7 in 1972.
(Birth and death rates are
figured on a basis of number of
1,000
per
occurrences
population.)
The death rate also decreased
from 9.8 per 1,000 population in
1871 to a provisional figure of 9.7
In 1972. Numerically, 31,458
Kentuckians died in 1972; 31,552
deaths were recorded in the
provisional report the year
before.
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Happy Ad

Night Manager Needed

Phone 7511916
Happy Birthday
Kay Doodle
Love, Auntie

Immediate opening available. Must be neat,enthusiastic
energetic and able to assume responsibility. Attractive
salary and other benefits offered. Applications taken daily 25 p.m.

g alummairimg
I Nappy Birthday I

a

Contact:

Noble

Mr. David Bradford

• love Louise I

In person or send resume to BURGER CHEF, 1304 W. Main,

AVON IS calling you. We're
looking for people who Lila
people-and like making money.
Call 443-3368 or write Glenda
Duke, Box 3247, Paducah,
Kentucky 42001.
J16C

HELP WANTED in service
department. Apply in person to
Sanders Purdorn Motor
J14C
Sales.

Welcome Home!

BUSINESS OPPORTUNTrY

Steve Ladd

7

STOP!!
,•pporfunity Knocks

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

LARGE BRICK ranch home, 7
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
Pe blocks from campus. Attractive terms available to I
couple who will manage 102 •/
rental rooms in rear of building
NEATLY •PURNISHED one or 1618 Hamilton. Phone
two bedroom apartment. Car- 5479.
J17C
peted and air conditioned. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
located 100 South 13th Street. J14C
duplex apartment, central heat
and air, ceramic tile bath with
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new Shower. Carpet throughout, builttrailer court 24 miles east of in oven. $125.00 per month.
Murray on Highway 94. Phone Phone 753-7850.
J19C
J14C
753.2377.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, ballroom
WANT TO BUY
and shower and bath. One or two
ANT TO BUY used furniture, bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartany condition, no appliances. ments, South 16th Street, 753July 23C E1609.
July 26C
Phone 7534378.

two
TRAILER,
HOUSE
bedrooms, 10'x50'. Three blocks
from college on private lot.
Available immediately. Phone
J16C
753-7833.

Earn $10,000, $15,000,
00,000 or more a year your
very first year. We will
send you to school for 2
weeks expenses paid, train
you in the field, selling and
servicing established
business
account.
Guaranteed income the
first month. Must be over
21 years of age, have car,
bondable, ambitious and
sports
minded.
Hospitalization and pension program. Equal opportunity company. Call
collect for appointment.
Les Morris
Contiaental lea
Paducah, Ky.
4434504 Moe.,'Toes., Wed.,
between 9 cm.aad 6 p.m.

Legal Notice

I

.
7

Help Wanted
Night Shift Cook
Full time. Dependable
Apply in person at

JERRY'S
Hazel Hwy.

HOUSE OF Lloyd now accepting
applications for toy demonstrators. Free training-top pay
Now through November. Call 4437009 or write, Mrs. Lewis, 720-F
Lone Oak Road, Paducah,
J14C
Kentucky.

HELP WANTED at Grecian
Steak House. Apply in perJ17C
son.
NEED MORE income? Want
extra spending money? Earn
while working part time. Set your
own hours. For information
August 15C
phone 753-1470.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF WANTED WOMAN to care for
of
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY small child, starting end
required
Circuit Court HAYDEN MORRIS August. References
J14C
AND WIFE IONE MORRIS Phone 753-0607.
PLAINTIFF, VERSUS EUPLE
AND HUSBAND, WANTED BABY-SITTER, days
BEANE
JAMES LEE BEANE. and NON furnish references. Phone
REKIE CARR AND HUSi3AND, 753-8928 after 1:30 p.m.
J16P
CONRADE CARE; AND
JACKSON AND NUStIA , EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for
JEWELL JACKSON; and national health agency. PerEL/AUS MOFtftLS AND WIFE, manent position. Liberal holidays
RUTH MORRIS. DEFENDANT. and vacations. Must travel 13
NOTICE OF SALE
county area. Expenses paid. 443By virtue of a judgement and 8603 Monday and Tuesday, 9:00
order of sale of the Calloway a.m. to 4:00p.m. for inCircuit Court rendered at the terview.
J16C
June 8 Term thereof 1973, in the
above cause, for the DIVISION
Large furnished bow,we
OF PROPERTY and its cost
INSURANCE SALESMAN
block from college, for tea
FRANKFORT, KY.two men or women in
proceedlo offer for
Need
shall
I
therein
bedrooms,
six
Has
girls.
state
only
the
Policemen aren't
in
door
area to help me
Howie
Court
your
the
at
sale
three
three baths, and
and local government emthe City of Murray Kentucky, to
service our present clients
Ickalrmas. nom 711114014
ployees whose job is law enfull time. Commission plus
the highest bidder, at public
dips mr 7134111 at* six
forcement. Health officers,
July
of
day
23rd
the
renewals and bonus. For
on
auction
p.m. '
administrators, health program
full information and per1973, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
coordinators and sanitarians
sonal interview write to or
thereabout, upon a credit of six
are also responsible for endescribed
phone:
following
the
months,
forcing state statutes and State TWO BEDROOM house, bath and
Mr. John W. Isbell
property, to-wit:
Board of Health regulations.
private dining roost. Electric
lying on the
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
To help show them how to heat. Couples only. 1618 A tract of land
Road (a
Box 442
,seek enforcement dough the Calloway. $70.00 per month. south side of the Beane
Fulton, Ky. 42041
County road) and which is more
judicial process, the State Phone Paducah 442-0016.
J13P
as
Phone 4724925
particularly described
Health's
Department of
follows:
Division of Environmental FURNISHED APARTMENT,
of
Service is sponsoring a series of extra nice, one bedroom. ks block Beginning on the south side
the Beane Road(which runs from
two-day regional seminars.
SERVICES OFFERED
from campus. Air conditioned.
Sessions are scheduled from Available now. Phone 753-4478 or Irvan Cobb to Pottertown) and at
the northwest corner of James
9:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m. July 16-17 at 753-9135.
• J13C
Beane property and which point •Papering
the Mayo State Vocational
of beginning lies on an exhisthig
&Mod, Paintsville, July 19-10
•Painting
at Lexington's Holiday Inn TWO BEDROOM brick home, barbed wire fence; thence in a
•Paneling
branch;
a
to
direction
and
southerly
oven
North; July 23-24 at the Holiday carpet, drapes, built-in
Inn, 1-75 & US 25 West, Cositin; range. Attached garage and city thence following the northeast •Ceiling Tile
and July 26-V at the Ramada water. Nice country home with edge of said branch in a westerly
Complete Home
Inn, US Highway 41 North, garden for couple only. Located 9 and northwesterly direction to
Remodeling
Road
Beane
Atternate, Madisonville.
miles north of Murray on High- the South edge of the
Steve C.atron,a third-year law way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone (road which runs from Irvan
FREE ESTIMATES
J24C Cobb to Pottertown) thence in a
student at the University of 436-5479.
easternly direction along the
Mississippi who's employed this
mummer by the Diviaion of FOUR BEDROOM brick home, south boundary of said road to the
7514961
Environmental Services. gas furnace, $110.00 per month. point of beginning. SUBJECT to
west
the
on
compiled a "legal Reference 1000 Sharp Street. Phone 901-232- the use as a passway
J24C side of the house and between the FOR ALL
your additionsManual," for use at the 8668. No students.
branch leading to a barn. _.
Seminars. It includes a glossary
remodeling, residential or
of legal terms, a sample
Being a part of the peiperty commercial. New or old. Free
a public TWO BEDROOM furnished conveyed to Marvin Morris at ex estimates. Call 7534123.
TFC
transcript from
hearing held in connection with apartment, carpeted, air con- by Vivian Sliger on Janine,22,
Clic health laws and sample ditioned, couples or teachers 1952 as recorded in Deed Book 94, ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
J14C
forms only. Phone 753-2896.
enforcement
TFC
Page 132 in theaffice of the Clerk Phone Paris,642-6551.
properly filled out and indexed.
of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
"The guide isn't the kind of MOBILE HOME, 12'165', furmust execute bond, also bank gravel, fill dirt and
purchaser
hook you'd read straight nished except electric. Located
through," the Bowling Green near swimming pool. Trailer 21 with approved securities, bearing topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
the day of or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TEC
native says. "It's intended for at Riviera Courts. Phone 753- legal interest from
having the
and
paid,
until
sale,
use as a reference guide =71.
JUG
force and effect of a judgement. CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
whenever a particular problem
comes 4. For example, it FURNISHED APARTMENT Bidders will be prepared to steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
TFC
Shows how a unitarian can very nice. One bedroom, lots of comply promptly with these Mister 489-2504.
prepare evidence if he needs cabinets, two big closets, all terms.
NEW DAY care center to be
Ndlclal assistance in closing a electric. Adjacent to M.S.U. Frank L. Ryan
Commissioner opened latter part of August, now
restaurant or issuing a com- campus. Couples only. Phone 753- Master
July taking applications for children 3
plaint against a mobile home 3905.
J14C CALLOWAY Circuit Court.
6, 13. 20-1973C
years to school age. Limited
park owner for an insanitary
number. Phone 753-4478 or 753operation."
FURNISHED APARTMENT,air
9135for more information.- -4)9C With Catron on the seminary conditioned, one bedroom
Programs will be two attorneys- Couples or single boy. Phone 753R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
Rudy Yessin, special counsel to 3130 or 7534064.
J26C
f work guaranteed. Business and.
the State Department of Health,
residential. Free estimates.
and John Godfrey, with the HOUSE TRAILER, air con
ADS
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Division of Legal Services for ditioned.Phone 7534496.
J16C
TFC
7201
the department

Seminars
Planned
On Laws

7-15

'

9

WANT TO BUY One used tem- SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
porary electric service pole. furnished, private entrance, air
area. conditioned, refrigerator.
Shores
Lakeway
Reasonable price. Write Wilbert Zimmerman Apartments, South
July NC
Yakel, 716 Groan Lane, 16th. Phone 7534609.
Schaumburg, Illinois, 80172, 312J16C FURNISHED HOUSE
1910.
and
apartments. Near university.
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
Phone 753-7575 or 75246811. July
24C

WELL,TOOTSE GAINED
A POU140 AM, I DON'T
Va/ANT TO TAKE
A°VAN T.4_k_Gy2j

el a

41C.'t

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Leading causes of death
remained stable. A few more
Kentuckians died in 1972 from
Influenza and pneumonia and
diabetes than in 1971. Heart
disease, cancer and stroke
continued to lead the list of
killers. Accidents,influenza and
penumonia, and diabetes
mellitus retained fourth, fith
and sixth positions. Arteriosclerosis provisionally rose
to seventh place, replacing
certain causes of mortality in
early infancy, which dropped to
eighth. Suicide was again ninth,
a place it took for the first time
in 1171. Emphysema was tenth.
Maternal deaths showed
numerical and rate decreases in
report.
provisional
the
Maternal deaths were nearly
cut in half-15 in 1971, eight in
1972. Stillbirths were down from
705 in 1971 to 637 in 1971.
Stillbirth rates are figured on
the number per 1,000 total
births. This rate was 12.2 in 1971
and 12.4 in 1972 Maternal death
rates, figured on the number
per 10,000 live births, dropped
from 2.6 in 1971 to 1.6 in 1972.
Provisional vital statistics
show more cases of gonorrhea
and fewer cases of syphilis were
recorded statewide in 1972
compared with 1971. Gonorrhea
cases rose from 6,743 cases to
7,825. Syphilis cases declined
only slightyly-ft ten 1,173 to
1,151.

-

FOR
RENT

Bill Houghton

-NANCY
PUSH

NOW

ME

GENTLY---YOU
ALWAYS

PUSH

ME TOO

HARD

C
enneeemiletelle-

Lit' ABNER
eiROAN-N..
WE FIT
e•ACK
OWE'
MORE-

-BUT IN A FEW HOURS
THEY'LL BE RAMPAI
ACROSS ^GIN-ON TH'

e.R1DGE TuJEiN RD
FOUNDATION PUT UP!!

Iva RESIGNED!!
ivei CONSCIENCE
BoTi-IE_RED
ME,TH N KING
OF THAT

WANT

•
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Sell it With A Classified Ad
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Houses trimmed-cabinetsformica tops-doors-etc. Quality
workmanship. Phone 753August 11C
0790.

WILL DO barn painting and
commercial spraying. Rusty
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
August 13C
or 382-2299.
WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC
753-6130.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

r
SERVICES OFFERED

PEST CONTROL

REAL MATE FOR SALE

FOR THE best in pest control BY OWNER. Three bedroom,
service and termite control cal! two baths, brick veneer,one year
Superior Exterminating Com- old, fully carpeted. Large kitchen
pany,753-7288.
TFC and family room. Built-in range
and dishwasher,central heat and
SALE
FOR
REAL E-STATE
air. Large two car attached
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and KENIANA SHORES-Large garage, patio. On large lot. Call
J14C
exposed wooded lots for sale-as little at 753-7769(05 appointment.
JOHN'S * REPAIR Service gutters. We cover all
Baked
trim.
and
fit
Custom
-roofing
per
wood.
&
$10
down
$10
with
$895
Plumbing-electrical
All month-central water-lake access TWO STORY house with
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or enamel aluminum siding.
TFC aluminum gutters and down all weather streets. From New aluminum siding, two bedrooms
753-7625 nights.
spouts. Free estimates. Phone Concord drive North East on 444 upstairs, two down, two baths,
AugustlIC five miles and follow Keniana carpet, central gas heat, air
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 753-8783,
lot,
Corner
signs to Mite.
July ISC conditioning.
TFC
753-7850.
installation. Phone
135'x190'. Double car garage and
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Phone
Electric. Complete pump repair INCOME PROPERTY for sale or double carport. $21,500.00.
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
old trade partially furnished central 753-1688 days or 753-6278 nightyour
check
us
Let
service.
miles
Custom Built Furniture, 6
J14C
pump for you before you buy a air and heat. Excellent condition, s.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
emergency
immediate possession. Monthly
one. 24 hour
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- new
July 14C income $570. Priced at $49,500) WATER FRONT large lot, a
TFC service. Phone 753-5543.
8837.
located 1625 Hamilton, Phone 436- choice area, Phone 436-2427 after
J18NC
July14NC 7 p.m.
5479.
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
REAL
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PAINTING-INTERIOR, exterior, and sheet rock finishing.
All work guaranteed. For free
estimates phone Sammie Atkins
Painting & Decorating 437July 20C
4534.

FOR YOUR building needsremodeling additions, new or old,
large or triazill jobs. Call 753July 25C
7955.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE lUR SALE

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street, "every day you delay
lets bugs have their
August6NC
way."

Drive. So unique is this lawn and
BE'. UTIFUL BRICK HOME on Keenland
large swimming pool, enclosed
Has
believe.
to
it
see
rock garden that you must
has all built-ins, central heat
House
plantings.
back yard with beautiful exotic
carpet, fireplace and on large
draperies.
baths,
two
bedrooms,
three
and air .
lot Call for appointment

•
I.

Highway 464 just 42
20 ACRES or 40 ACRES on
state of cultivation Call to see.
high
in
completely fenced and

Barkley Lake. All are wooded
FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON
and city water. This is a
road
paved
On
and with view of Highway 68 bridge.
prime location and priced right.

Nell Pk Street Beautifully landLOVELY 3 BEDROOM brick kasaa
levass,central heat and air,
levallyall
scaped lawn. All built-ins,twiergiaid
ewiridaws, five plain outlets.
LlkiMaIllam
alllagratke
draperies,
double garage,
extras. Must see to apewes
may.
ad
4
Has beautiful fireplace. fenestyai
preciate. Shown by appointment
Waterview lot.
home at 'Airway Shores on nice
NICE 2 BEDROOM, 1 bath
fireplace, big
large
Nice
kitchen
m
cabinets.
lies built-in range and many
at only
Priced
basement.
walk
carpeted. Has
deck,attached garage. Bedrooms
$15,000.00.
brick veneer house on wide and
1601 CATALINA DRIVE-THREE BEDROOM
at cabinets, washer and dryer,
pkaty
with
GE
appliances
deep lot. An kitchen
$24.900.00.
at
furniture in one bedroom. Really a bargain

KEITH E. MOFFITT

ON OLIVE STREET,four bedroom home with central gas heat, bath on each
floor, separate garage in the back yard, also has fireplace. This price is
$16,900.00. Better hurry, it won't last long.
home with all
ON BAGWELL BOULEVARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick
paved drive.
draperies. built-ins, 2 baths, central heat and air, double garage,
occupied.
owner
and
nice
Extra
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or commercial lots.
Bagwell Manor. Has
A LARGE LIBRARY IN THIS LOVELY BRICK home in
Drastically reduced.
three bedrooms, central heat and air, 3 baths, built-ins.
1524 OXFORD DRIVE-CANTERBURY ESTATES. Absolutely beautiful four
bedroom brick veneer house on exceedingly large lot. Built in 1971. 2,-2 baths,
central heat gas) and air, split level with 3 bedrooms up and one bedroom
down. Fully carpeted. Space is not availabe to expound on the quality of this
house. Call and look.
1510 CARDINAL DRIVE is abeautiful Brick home on 110'x 185' lot. All built-ins,
3 bedrooms,central heat and air, fireplace. A really fine home and well located.
Must see to appreciate.
BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with,3bedrooms. ceetral
and
heat and air, carpet, 3 baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car garage
one.
this
see
to
Call
possession.
immediate
and
180'
x
150'
lot
On
storage galore.
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATLEY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house.
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.
BEAUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT, size 50'x120', Pine Bluff Shores-Let's
Look!
FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have the Herman Lovins home and
used car business for sale. House consists of 3 bedrooms, kitchen with all builtins, large living room with fireplace, beautiful family room, full basement,
central heat and air. Has both garage and carport, all fenced with chain link
fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop is 50'x46'. Lots of parking
out front, office space. All this and 6 acres of land Give us a call and look at this
beautiful home and business.
824 NORTH 19TH-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 80':150'
size lot with hardwood floors Single carport. Real sharp and in perfect neighborhood. $24,000.00.
of fine
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 1½ miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres
4
land and a three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo,
of
lots
cattle,
farm
other
110
cows,
Also
milk
equipment.
63
barn,
milk
tractors,
..• • Q _WM.Call for other details.

2.'150' size lot
/
504 BEALE STREET-TWO BEDROOM FRAME house on 621
and real sharp Imagine sitting on a wooded lot with aluminum siding.
$16,900.00.
AT WISWELL IS A LARGE METAL OFFICE BUILDING ON TWO ACRE
LOT. Has four offices on one end and large shop on other Central heat and air
and two baths For sale or rent.
builtKIRKSEY-BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house, all
and
shop
work
car
2
has
acres,
1%
on
built
house,
in
shop
ins, 2 baths, beauty
waiting for new owner. 837,000.00.
Large living room,
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer.
central heat and air,
baths,
3
area,
dining
and
kitchen
large
room,
family
On nice corner lot.
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio.
bedroom brick veneer
905 GATF,SBOROUGH DRIVE. Here is a brand new 4
dishwahser inbuilt-ins,
all
carpeted,
fully
air,
house with central heat and
835,500.00.
at
cluded and two baths. Right time for good buy
MURRAY. A nice 2 bedroom brick
ON GRAHAM RD. ABOUT 2 MILES FROM
frame and has a fireplace and
and
brick
is
House
acres.
5
on
home
and frame
$19,950.00.
you
please
will
garage and the price
NICE BRICK DUPLEX AT 204 IRVAN on nice Shady lot. Two bedrooms and
bath each apartment. Drapes and air conditioners. Also 12'x18' storage
building. Priced right.
RIC'EDUPLEX AT 1100 Fairlane. Two bedrooms each side. Drapes and air
conditioners. Pull down stairway for storage. Range and refrigerator in one
apartment. Call for details.
1209 DORAN ROAD-BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house oil large
corner lot with 3 baths, fully carpeted, double carport, central heat and air and
plenty of built-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
appointment.
brick veneer house on
LYNN GROVE-BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM
baths, fireplace and
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two
at 833,000.00.
up
pass
Can't
back
in
shop
work
22'x22'
large family room.
ON COMMERCIAL LOT-104 S. 12th St. Exceptionally nice frame house with
basement. 4 bedrooms, family room, 1,2 baths. Nice patio. built-ins. carpet
Real nice home and investment.
70 ACRES-5,A2 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY - West of Almo-hasn't been
farmed recently but has approximately 55 acres tenable. Bush hogged recently.
-Good -welt 825,080.00.

39 ACRES ON DR DtaUGLASS RD. with new well and plimp-approximatley 6
miles eastof Murray. Don't pass up this bargain. 512.000.00.

COTTAGE NEAR LAKE-TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly furnished,
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock.$7,250.00.

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.

EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM AND BATH HOME at 910 Pogue Ave. Brick
and stone, carpet, large living room. $8,950.00.

CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street -New attractive
three bedroom briar veneer house with central heat and air, two baths,two car
garage,fully Carpeted,and almost ready for possession. Must look at this price
834,500.00.
with central
NEW-807 GUTHRIE-THREE BkoDROOM brick veneer house
heaffilectric) and air,fully carpeted,two baths, single car garage and plenty
t.--$27,500.00.
of built-ins. Ahadst ready for occupancy. Call for an appointmen
.

ALMO HEIGHTS-FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house on approximately 13y.
2 baths, carpeted. A good size outbuilding and lots of big trees.
/
acres with 11
$30,000.00.

BELmoNT-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home with central heat and
air, 2 baths, new carpet, all built-ins and nice size out building. Look only
$27,008.08.

Our Saks Staff ..
touiselaker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

NEW HOUSE ON 1208 PEGGY ANN DRIVE, three bedroom birck veneer
house, central heat and air, fully carpeted, two baths, built-ins to include all
dishwasher and single carport. You can't turn this one down at $25,500111
20,ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. 16th St. The best piece
of land lift in the city. Call for details.
DUPLEX-901 STORY-TWO BEDROOMS adi, brick veneer with central
heat and air, all built-ins, fully carpeted and in good location. Priced right.
$27,5000.00.
REAL NICE TWO. BEDROOM EIRICR HQME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
garage,fireplace', and a new well. Housetallt-4jr2969. Priced at817,000.00. .

uy-Spann Realty
PA•misisirV-Muftipl• Listings •
901 Sycanaire Str.
Phone 753-7724
4•4
,4-•4r
I44

4- NNE411

Prentice Dunn•7_53-5725
alenn Wilcox MUM
4S5 -Buddy Sykes
Tripp Wrttrams 753-6422

MARY
the Tos
'Nes&
a.m.-5:
appoint

of Difference
in Realtor Service

NoWI

Multiple Listing Service
753-3597
304 Main Street

COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water.
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
August6C
Sam Harris 753-4061

frame house,
ON 94 HIGHWAY,% MILE WEST OF TEl CITY. three bedroom
of land, over
acres
2
1
/
5
crib,
and
stable
garage,
good
carpeted,
decorated,
newly
lots on
building
Extra
system.
water
community
On
500' highway frontage.
highway. Price 815,000.00.

ORR
repair
Road,

CALL

FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner lot,
llth and Popular. Hag 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, 3 fireplaces, 3
car carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio, all modern conveniences and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown
by appointment only.

has three
312 AND 314 NORTH 12TH-BOTH MUST BE SOLD together. 312
bedrooms.
two
has
314
bath.
and
kitchen
room,
• bedrooms, dining room, living
property. $29,500.00.
dining and living room, kitchen and bath. Fine investment

KELL
Contro
13th St
lets bq

OFFICE - 753-3597
HOME - 753-5068

$10.00. DOWN and $10.00. per
month will buy a large wooded lot
at Keniana Shores. Lake access-central water-all weather
streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C

each side. Central
1810 MONROE-BRICK VENEER duplex,three bedrooms
$35,000.00
investment
Fine
built-ins.
heat and air,

JOAN
at the
Wednel
8:00 a.
1682 oe

Help You
With Your Real Estate Needs
Whether
Buying or Selling

for future profit. Frame in fair
CORNER OF 6th and Sycamore is a good piece
furnace.
floor
gas
bedrooms,
3
Has
condition.

CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jennings Trail. Two bedrooms,
beautiful stone fireplace in big den. Just right for the family who wants to "Get
. $13,500,00.
Away _Form It All"

REAL ESTATE f'OR SAI.E

Personal Assistance
In
Real Estate
LET AN EXPERT

Spann Realty. We have a
For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you. •
mile off of 94 east. Both pieces

4

Call
753-1916

.

ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, breakfast bar, fireplace, central heat
sad air, boat dock, large patio.
IS,1100.00. Phone 436-5574. J1.3C
AUTOS FOR sA4E
TRIUMPH GT6-1967, six
cylinder,four speed, 60,000 miles,
$1,200.00. Phone Benton 527J13NC
7540.
GMC -FICKITP-1951. Good
condition, $200.00. Phone 753-0483
J13C
or 753-5754.
DATSLTN-1972-1200 coupe with
vinyl top, automatic transmission and stereo tape player.
In excellent condition. Price
J16C
$1700.00. Phone 753-7930.
MERCURY COMET-1962, four
door hardtop, $250.00. Phone 489J16P
2174.
BUICK-1972 Electra 225 with air
and full power. Phone 753JI4C
5532.
DUNE BUGGY. For information
J14C
phone 753-4016.
VOLKSWAGEN-1971 Superbeetle, 44,000 miles. AM-FM
radio. Local car. Extremely
clean. Highway miles. Phone 753J18NC
6740.
BUICK WILDCAT-1967, double
poweF' Met Mr. Highest offer.
Phone 753-7530 or 753-0046. J17P

,
Panorama Shores lots For Sale ii
LOT 242:

1
1
,

90' frontage, 118.2' side,
119.6' side, 106' back,
adjoining TVA

:
:
1

0' frontage, 119.6' side,
598' side, 116' back,
adjoining TVA

,

$2 000
LOT 243:

$2,500
LOT 244:

$2,500

These lots have excellent water available upon
paying hook-up fee for use of Panorama Shores
well and paying small monthly charge.

OLDSMOBILE 88-1965 with air,
and brakes
power steering
Radio, good tires. A-1 throughout.
1965 Chevrolet kt ton pickup, 8'
bed, 6 cylinder, no rust, above
average condition. 1969 Mercury
Marquis, two door hardtop, air,
power steering and brakes. AMFM radio, lady driven. Real nice.
1969 Cadillac DeVille, perfect
inside and out. New tires. Must be
seen to appreciate. These are all
locally owned cars...Phone 753J16C
3210.
CHEVROLET-1965 step van. In
good condition. Good tires. Can
be seen at Willie's Antique & Gift
Shop, just off 121 on 614. Phone
436-2128.
J14C

i

,i
i
i
i
i
i
,

from ow, J. D. Nikki(

three bedroom
MUST SFI I Owner leaving town. Nice Central heat
carpeted,
Beautifully
bath.
1-2
1
with
brick
subdivisions. Priced for
and air, in one of Murray's finest
quick sale.

•
•
•
•
•
bedroom house •
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION -Nice three
today, move •
on a double lot. Less than $14,000. Buy
•
tomorrow .
U
•
three bedroom •
or
two
this
to
N-Move
INFIAT1O
DFAT
fenced and •
home with Five acres of good pasture already
the en- •
with
garden
•
with good barns. Raise calves and a
•
living.
country
of
joyment
•

JOHN RANDOLPFUREALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY

I

1111 SYCAMORE
John or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
Keith Hays 489-2488

MUSIC

and Ftepatr.
CHEVROLET-1559. Excellent PIANO TUNING
Registered
753-8712.
Cain,
Jerry
after
condition. Phone 753-7792
J16C craftsman Piano Technician
4:00p.m.
TFC
Guild.
conTHUNDERBIRD- 1965
vertible, limited edition, (last
-series of convertible Thunderbirds). In excellent condition
with air conditioning, power
steering, new disc brakes, new
top and tires. If interested please
phone 753-3415 before 5:00 p.m.
and 753-8756 after 5:00 p.m. J16C

71

Pitsne 436-23226, Ow tktsk

BUICK SPECIAL-1961 four
door. Phone 753-4891 after 9:00
J13C
a.m.
-1964 Ford Falcon, runs good.
J13C
$75.00. Phone 436-2448.

On Left of Skyline Drive
Lots 242 243 244
,.
90' frontage, 155' side,118.2' side, 100' back

TUNiNG-Repair
PIANO
Prompt expert
rebuilding.
service. iS -years experience:
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
Dyer,Murray,Kentucky,. Phone
TFC
753-8911
NOTICE

MUSIC
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
grand piano, console piano.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris, TenJ13C
nessee.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. boner&
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, TenJ13C
nessee.
NoT10E

JLY 13, 1973

111111111R41111V
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/R SALE

WANT-ADS

Place

(!).‘
ITT: .& Times...
Ledger

FOR SALE OR RENT

WANTED TO RENT

NICE MOBILE Homes for rent
also for sale. Sizes 10.'55' Phone
753-1551 and ask for Mrs.
J14C
Dill.

WANT TO RENT farm house
within ten miles of Murray, with
pasture for horse. Phone 753J1314,1C
7271.

NOTICE
JOAN COLESON is now working
at the Kut' n Kurl Beauty Salon,
Wednesday through Saturday,
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 7531682 for appointment.
J18P
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street, "every day you delay
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
repair and sale. New Concord
Road,phone 753-8114. August9C

NOTICE

Pales Ann
Is sow employed at
Muni Bekty
753-3142

2' side,
back,

6' side,

On Your
Shrubs!!

L.

If You

Miss Your- Paper

piworpin ANT

Pleas* Phon•
Your

If

Before 5:00 P.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

ALTY
ANY

4 organ, Baldwin
console piano.
7.ompany, across
cc, Paris, TenJ 13C
slaS and organs.
pe plan. lamede
y, across from
s,TenJ13C

em.. spray'ern-and still the"
insects can be tound in the cleanest households.
Swat'em ...stomp

Phomt

753-1916

•
•
bedroom •
•
entre' heat •
•
. Priced for •
•
•
room house •
•
Any, move •
•
•
•
ee bedroom •
, fenced and •
with the en- •
•

rowoeft PosalikraLi

No bolts:

Even the newest homes have crevices and crack!.
that can admit and conceal wood ticks, silverfish
roaches and:all the other 'ugh"'ihsetti.•'
CM Today For FREE
What can you do about fa
Inspection
Locally
and
owned
operated for BO years. We
aut be reached 24 hours a
now 75s4114&
day.

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Vernon's..
ad Westem Store
Shoe R ir

Boot & Shoe

and
Open for Business in their New Location

Vernon's is located on
Arcadia across from
the Central Shopping
Center.

Ann
chool
ichool Age
mMSU

Vitt Pito

Vernon's
Efoot Shoe and Weskin
•
Stint' • and Shoe Repair
On Arcadia, Off 641 North

IRISH SETTER, 9 months old,
$50.00. 1962 Pontiac Tempest, fair
condition, $25.00. Phone 436J16C
5849.

Across from Central Shopping Center

v PANTS

SPORT COATS
KNIT SHIRTS (good selection), etc.

The College
Shop
A
Across From
MSU Library0

Starts Monday
Morning 8:00
- 45" -

DACRON & COTTON

2AL

%23
4.1
Regularly '1.98 8 53.49 0;
NOW 79Cyd
One Table 60"

POLYESTER KNITS
Regularly lift yd. CO
.OF

NOW9

Yct•

Extra Good Buy

1111

AL
111.
40vis,198and$298yd 1110
OTHER KNITS

black and
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gut- 72" TELEVISION,
Values up
white in early American cabinet.
HOME, 12'160', tars. Baked on acrylic finish.
MOBILE
116P
Phone
753-3295.
$25.00.
Richardson In Riviera Courts.'Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for
to '6.98 yd.
free estimate Dale Campbell 753Phone 753-8854 after 6:00 p.m
AKC
male,
POODLE,
TOY
July MC
7775.
J16C
registered, silver, seven months
old, housebroken. Good with
SPECIAL PRICE on AKC VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe StoreJ16C
children. Phone 435-5643.
registered poodle puppies. Western Store and Shoe Repair.
location
Blacks, apricots, silvers and Now open at their new
For Better Fabrics Shop ...
Two
HOUNDS.
across BEAGLE
whites. Dewormed. Phone 753- on Arcadia, off M1 North,
small.
one
and
size
medium
J16C from Central Shopping Cen6379.
J16C
T•Fc Phone 753-4581.
ter.
YARD SALE, Saturday, July 14,
HUNDRED tobacco
04 Bagwell Blvd. Phone 753-0671. TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. SEVERAL
4 Miles South of Murray on 641
J16C
sticks. Phone 753-3375
walker,
seat,
Baby items, infant
Edison air conditioners. 10,000
Phone 492-8211
, stroller, car seat, high BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
chair. Children's clothes, infant 20,000 BTU, $280.62. 23,000 BTU,
CT70. Phone 75311`C $285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby lsn- HONDA
to size 5. Odds and ends.
J16C
=93.
Sales Highway 68, Benton,
INVESTMENT
July 17C
Kentucky.
GARAGE SALE Friday and
GRAND PRIX-1973. Also 1973
Let extra income make payments on an extremely nice
Saturday. Appliances, furniture,
Grand Sport Torino. New Ludwig
TRAVEL TRAILER-1970, clothes all sizes) and junk. 903
home On main floor are three bedrooms, 1
baths,
drum set. Phone 753-71132 after
Aristocrat 12' Sleeps six. Has gas . 16th.
formal living and dining tooms, large paneled family
J13C
J19C
5:00p.m.
staultareirigerator and heat. Also
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
toilet. If interested phone 753-0437
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
carkeep
Spaniel
FOR LONGER wear
Cocker
Shop.
PET
641
J16C
or 753-5870.
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent
puppies; Chihuahuas, and Irish
basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished Out
electric shampooer $1. Kva-Pik
Phone 753-1862 or 753Setters.
payment for
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below cost.
J14C VA LOANS, no down
July 24NC
Market,Five Points.
%57.
qualified veteran. 12 years to
Phone 436-5479.
almost to
REMINGTON 870 magnum, vent pay. Drive on out
rib. Like new. For Information (larks River Bridge on Benne.
also
phone 753-3621.
J14C Bank financing on spot Bill's
BE GENTLE, be kind to that TWO SOWS with pigs,
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
753Phone
sale.
for
chickens
Sears SEAMLESS
expensive carpet, clean with Blue
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
J16C
•
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25'
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer 6940.
Alinrinem Guttering
J14C
443-6150.
and treated fence posts. Murray
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
INSTALLED
$•
Company, 144 MapletK
mode ot your hcam
Center.
J14C SAILBOAT-14 itbergIass.
LARD:EST
ElirirtJeit
J14C
fachxy-ona.heols
Street.
by
$200.00. Phone 9131-4791413. MAC
variety of pistols. Buy now while
Smarts My at, 197
YAMAHAS-125 mt, 125 Enduro,
YOU can still get them at
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Ccill 753-2310
175 Enduro. 125 Penton. Three
reasonable prices. Country Boy
fa a FREE ESTimAtE
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
bike trailer. 1957 GMC panel HUNTING BOW,Bear Kodiac, 45
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, from
Seers Catalog Solos Offk.
truck. Phone 753-9761 or 753pound pull. Brush poppers, string
Hopkinsville, Junction 117
pickup camper, toppers We also and
southsioe ShOppinq Center
J16C silencers, camouflage covers,
8167.
164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Murray, Ky.
rent campers by the week or
bow quiver, arm guard, wall
J14C
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489rack. Used one season. Nine
FOR SALE
2303.
J14C
SCHNAUZERS 1 Attractive 2 bedroom brick
MINIATURE
hunting arrows. $45.00 firm
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears 5/
2 weeks old. Non shed coats.
1
home on One and nine tenths
Phone Reagan's Rabbitry 7538
approximately
lot,
per
acre
installed
Ideal with children. Melody-Ayre
J14C
TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong seanacsa gutters,
4011.
on black
frornaMurray
miles
)irr specifications. Call Larry Kennels. Phone 901-232-8327 or
bwcir tires, first line;
top. Has living room with
I yles at 753-2310 for free 642-1938.
fireplace, dining room
J19C
Wad° - 10 ply $48.90 + $6.14
kitchen with appliances.
• stimate.
TFC
1110:20 - 10 ply $59.18 +57.33
faraly room with additional
USED RIDING mowers, $3995
LIN
over
and
IFORMS-Gilson-Ho
large utility ream,
fireplace,
1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
and up. Murray- Supply, phone
at
garage
car
One
bath
Arrnstong's best highway tread FISHING BOAT 14' V bottom, 18 Holiday brands. I am now taking
Augilt8C
753-3361.
'ached, also 73' x 39' concrete
H P. Johnson motor, new tilt orders. Phone 753-3593.
J16C
truck tires;
garage, black building plus
several fruit trees, grape
trailer. All in excellent condition.
825120 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece
harbor, pond, stocked with
Phone 753=1812.
JL3P CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
100x20 - 18 ply $85.43 + $7.33
ExCenent buy . trt ft
tub, $172.50, white 'and colors,
fish
country home
of them at prices you couldn't
1000120 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
Murray Supply, 753Phone 7534t41
August8C
Armstrong's best traction type KIRBY VACUUMS-The, shag believe, starting at $450.00. Full
, 3381.
truck tires;
rug specialist that adjusts to any type,fold down and motor home
1125x20 -10 ply 165.21 +.110.25
arpet. New and used vacuums New and used. At Hill's Camper -tra YAMAHA 13S. Eadar
SPECIAL 34"x32'1 one .piece
r afor sale. For demonstration Corner, located at Bill's Mobile ridden 1,200 miles. Excellent fiberglass gamer stalls. special
900:20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $.51
$112.00. White and colors Murray
1000:213 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. phone Mike Hutchens, your local Homes, 3900'Clarks River Road, condition. $500.00. Phone 767August8C
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- Paducah, Ky,. Phone collect for 4788.
I TNC Supply, 753-3361
.114C
Juni(' information 449.6150.
Ky.
July 14NC

Nesbitt Fabric Shop

g
,
o

The newest addition is Vernon's Complete Western Store with Tack
for Horses and Western Clothes for
men and women.

"SHOES

r SUITS

FOR SALE

16% OFF

CE

Selection of
All hierchanclisil

Good

CARPORT SALE, July 14, Henry
AUCTION SALE, July 14, 1973
Billington's at Shiloh, Highway
10:00 a.m. at the late Tom Morris GIRL'S BICYCLE, 26", about lks 464. Phone 753-5513. Good
home, Lynnville, Ky. ( next door years old. Excellent condition. women's, men's and children's
J16C clothing. Other things.
Phone 753-9243.
to Methodist Church).
J13P
To list a few items-G E
television, Stove, refrigerator, BULLDOG, BOXER, 2/
2 years 16' BASS boat, motor and trailer,
1
deep freeze, round oak table and old. Phone 753-7601.
JI4C fully equipped. Phone 753buffett, glass door china cabinet,
J13P
7252.
couch and chair, old library RED DACHSHUND,female, six
table, other old fancy tables, weeks old. Phone 753-2378. J14C THREE PONYS. One shetland,
antique poster bedroom suite,
one appaloosa, one mixed breed.
trunk old picture frames, old
J14P
Phone 436-5883.
wash bowl and pitcher set, china
GARAGE SALE
bed pot, one lot of carnival and
Clothes for women
10' ALUMINUM boat and trailer,
depression glass, wash kettle, old
J14NC
and children
$100.00. Phone 753-3570.
jars, jugs and churns. Nice 1959
1502
Paddane
Chevrolet car. Many other items
1973 HONDA C8350 G series, lees
Friday afternoon
too numerous to mention.
than 1.000 miles, $750.00. Pinne
and
Saturday
Refreshments will be sold.
J14C
7534041.
Come expecting an old estate
IN the great outVACATION
auction. Sale conducted by
doors! Camping trailer, excellent TEN STOCK cows, dim to dx
Chester & Miller Auction Service,
Phone 753-6183. J16C years old. One Charolise bull.
condition.
Licensed in Kentucky and
J14P
Phone 753-5869
Tennessee. Phone 435-4672 or 435GARAGE
SALE,
1616
Main.
4042. Lynn Grove, Kentucky. J13P
Three bedroom house and all
1968 TRIUMPH 650 motorcycle.
FOR SALE
furniture.
J16P
Phone 753-7780 or 753-5265. J18C

furnace, about $10.00 per month
heat cost. Underpenned. 'fled
down against storm. Utility
house, shrubbery, duo-matic
washer Phone 753-7489. Fox
J16C
Meadows Trailer Court.

4

IrAll Summer Stoc

14' BOAT,motor and trailer. Also
1972 SL100 Honda. Phone 753J13C
1791.

1971 MOBILE home, Equity and
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere DEPRESSION GLASS, all
take over payments. Call for
loan and garden tractor with colors, most popular patterns.
J19C..
appointment,753-7284.
nunber 48 mower. Regular Phone 492-8212 or 498-8226. J14C
while
MOlaILE HOME 12'x55', Skyline- $1965.00. Through July or
supply lasts $1695.00. Murray
Wall to wall carpet, two air
Supply, 753-3361
Augiat8C
conditioners. Miller gun type oil

;

on

v SHIRTS

7/3

.01
'a
30

Clearance

TWO 4,SED Gerber commodes,
practically new. Phone 435JI3C
5855.

1

NOW 3 STORES IN ONE • Vernon's Complete Western
Store
• Vernon'alat S Ate St.,.
• Vernon's Simh Repair

e
Summer

ROAD BIKE-ZiOcc, $250.00. 1972125 SL Honda, $400.00. 1972-125
Yamaha Enduro,$425.00. 1971-100
Kawasaki Trail Boss, $250.00.
Excellent to new conditlion.
Prices arm! 812 Olive Street.
J13P

ci

AUCTION SALE

AIAGWORMS

zdeftP

G.E. REFRIGERATOR, used,
green. Air conditioner; chain
saw; 1961 Thunderbird car;
motor boat. Phone 436-2197 after
8:30p.m.
J17C

Pot OF.-•• nor marred
110114.
•1173N UdI•••••• ligmbsea.
NO

Paper Carrier
First

ile upon
la Shores

1

FOR SALE

FOR SALL

BOY'S BICYCLE, used, 28".
Excellent condition. Kodak
Brownie movie camera with 3"
lens. Photo enlarger. Phone 7535447 after 5:00 p.m.
J13P

DISCUSS
INFLATION
DURNG THE
HAPPY HOUR

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

Brought to you by `a.,
Agont
Itoluaa w. SESSEAR,SVociai
71f Main St.
NORTHWESTERN N mi
.
Mt/TOM. LIFE •
maWAUKEE

?LEASE DO HOT
,

NOTICE

Watch For

1916

FOR SALE

Salofi

„
"60 Minutes

'side,' back

Another View

DOCTOR _MOVING to Murray
August 15, wants to rent or lease
three bedroom, two bath home
for one year. Prefer fenced back
yard. No children. Reply to P.O.
J16C
Box 87, Murray.

Now on Friday evenings:

IN.
this award-winnow
,
WOK
7:00 pm.
at
program
Charme;17

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

MARY BELL is now working at
the Town & Country Beauty Shop
Tuesday, through Saturday, 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 753-8388 for
J14C
appointment.

r Sale
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The
Son
In M
Callov

State Paid Fees To
Inexperienced Firm

WINNERS IN 4-H AND FFA DAIRY JUDGING
-- The winners in the 4-H and FFA dairy judging
left to
at the fair on Wednesday were front row
right. first, William Pyle, Lowes FFA; second,
Steve Rogers, Westview FFA; third, Richard
Shack let ord, Todd Co. 4-H: fourth, Morita
Co 4-H, fifth, Bret Cude, Graves
Goatley, G
Co. 4-H 4.Pcl_. sixth, Cindy Sanderson, Graves Co.
FFA
4-H and Steve McCuiston, Calloway Co.
(Tie): eight place. Steve Smith, Farmington FFA;
ninth, Krit Stubblefield, Calloway Co. FFA; tenth,

City Council

•

I

•

4-H; Second row left
Sandra Stark, Calloway Co.
Goatley, Graves Co.
to right are: eleventh Lisa
Stoker, Martin 4-H;
4-H; twelfth, William
Co. FFA;
thirteenth, Kerry Wyatt, Calloway
Co. 4-H;
fourteenth, John Siettvett, Graves
Calloway Co. 4-H;
Tucker,
Jerry
fifteenth,
Co. FFA;
sixteenth, Terry Wyatt, Calloway
Calloway Co. FFA;
seventeenth, Larry Tucker,
Lowes FFA;
eighteenth; John Roberson,
twenty,
nineteenth, Jim Keith, Lowes FFA and
4.H.
Kenneth Paschall, Calloway Co.
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

(Continued from Page I

Restless Night
Experienced By
President Nixon

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Consulting fees averaging $1,819 a week over eight months
were paid by the state to a
I ouisville firm whose two owners had no consulting experience when hired, and who
acknowledge that the state had
been their only client.
In a copyrighted story, the
Louisville Times reported
Thursday that the state Labor
Department has paid $77,209.99
in fees and expenses to Public
Systems, Inc., a management
consultant firm operated by Terence M Holland, a former advertising executive, and Robert
ft Hensley IL a former insurance official.
The company's contracts
were for study and recommendations on organization of the
Workmen's Comstate's
pensation Division and for
analysis and recommendations
on the labor Department's
handling of disability benefits
to victims of "black lung,"
whih affects coal miners.
The Times said Holland and
Hensley have been paid $275 a
day each by the state under
three contracts. The first contract was signed last October
and the last expired June 30.
Neither Holland nor Hensley
listed any direct experience
with either workmen's compensation or black-lung claims
in the formal proposal they
wrote that led to theitt being
hired by the state.
At about the time -Labor
Commissioner James R. Yocom

was negotiating the first of the
contracts, the state Revenue
Department was trying to collect in a lawsuit $417 in withholding taxes allegedly owed by
Holland's advertising firm, the
Holland Co.
Yocom was quoted in the
Times as saying he chose the
Holland-Hensley firm, which
had been incorporated only a
few months before, because he
was impressed by their qualifications and background and
by the proposal they wrote on
the work to be done.
Holland's background is in
sales and advertising and includes work in several political
campaigus. He managed the
1969 campaign of Jefferson
County Judge Todd Hollenbach,
THE DoN Hendley Singers will be singing at homecoming day service at the First Assembly of
then his brother-in-law, and he
worked in the unsuccessful God Church, 16th and Glendale, Murray, on Sunday. July 15. Sunday School will be a ten a.m. morcampaign of former Gov. Bert ning worship at eleven a.m. basket dinner at 12:30 p.m., and a gospel singing at two p.m. The singers
Combs for the Democrtic nomi- are from Mayfield. The public is invited,a church spokesman said.
nation for governor in 1971.

Sermon Topic-Given
For Rev. Glover

Moore Considered Watergate
An 'Unauthorized Adventure' -

Ford. They bid $3308.22
"Getting Acquainted With the
nounce that the city had Parker
outright sale, and $3108.22
Christian Faith," will be the
received another revenue for an
subject of the sermon by Rev.
sharing check from the federal with trade in of a wrecked
W. Edd Glover at the eleven
government in the amount of halfton truck owned by the
WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- auction with civil suits that nearby resat, the next day.
North idential aide Richard A. Moore stemmed from Watergate.
the
at
services
a.m.
system. The Mayor, Gas
$67,104.00.
He said the first session dealt
By FRANCES LEWINE
Pleasant Grove Cumberland testified today that until March
Moore said when he carried with the coming Senate hear-Approved a brush and trash Committee, and Purchasing
Pres(AP)
WASHINGTON
Presbyterian Church on Sun- 19 of this year, he had consid- that message to Mitchell later, ings, and the problems they
pickup for two weeks beginning Committee will decide on the ident Nixon experienced a "resday, July 15.
August 20. One week will be best deal for the city after an tless night" and is continuing to
ered the Watergate raid no the response was in effect: might pose for the White House
His scripture reading will be more than an "unauthorized "Get lost."
devoted to each side of the city attempt to sell the wrecked suffer chest discomfort from a
and the Committee for the Refrom John 3:1-21. Sunday School adventure" by people who had
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D- election of the President
with Main street as the dividing vehicle for a better price.
condition for
viral
pneumonia
will be at ten a.m. and evening some $100 bills and enjoy play- N.C., chairman of the Waterline. The work will be done by
at
worship at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday ing James Bond.
Renamed to the Electric which he is being treated
gate committee, said he bethe Murray Street Department.
the
Naval
Hospital,
Bethesda
evening services will be at
lieves the panel will vote to
Councilman Henley, chair- Plant Board were Gene Lansentold
investigating
Moore
Whitt House said today.
seven p.m.
subpoena White House documan of the Special Problems dolt, William B. Boyd, W.C.
of
not
official
know
did
ators
he
The report was given by
Ckeomittee, reported to the Elkins, and Leonard Vaughn.
or campaign involvement or ments for its investigation if
Secretary
Press
Presidential
Council that the first year of Renamed to the Murray
cover-up. He has said he does the President does not release
Ronald L. Ziegler from the hoseration for the office of Dog Municipal Housing Commission
not believe President Nixon them voluntarily.
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